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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation AdmInIstration

14 CFR Part 158

(llo<ket No. 26385; Part 158(New)]

RIN No. 2120-AD87

Passenger Faellily Charges

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration [FAA). DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This fmal rule adopts new
regulations to establish 8 passenger
facilily charge program. The rule
implements sections 9110 and 9111 of
the Aviation Safety and Capacity
Expansion Act of 1990. enacted
November 5, 1990, which requires the
Department of Transportation to issue
regulations under which a public agency
may be authorized to impose an airport
passenger facility charge [pFe) of $1, $2,
or $3 per enplaned passenger at 8

commercial service airport it controls.
The proceeds from such PFC's Bfe to be
used to finance eligible airport-related
projects that preserve or enhance safety,
capacity, or seclU'ity of the national air
transportation system, reduce noise
from an airport that is part of such
system. or furnish opportunities for
enhanced competition between or
among air carriers.

The rule sets forth procedures for
public agency applications for authority
to impose FPC's, for FAA processing of
such applications. for collection,
handling, and remiltance ofHC's by air
carriers, for recordkeeping and auditing
by air carriers and public agencies, for
tenninating PFC autherity, and for
reducing Federal grant funds
apportioned to large and medium hub
airports imposing a PFG.
EFFECTIVE DATE: June 28, 1991.
FOR FURTHER iNFORMAnON CONTACT:
Lowell H. Johnson, Office of Airport
Planrting and Programming. Federal
Aviation Administration. BOO
Independence Avenue, S\V.,
Washington. DC 20591: lelephone (002)
287-J831.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

AvsUability of NPRM's and Final Rules

Any person may obtain a copy of this
final rule by submitting a request to the
Federal Aviation Administration. Office
of Public Affairs, Attention: Public
Inquiry Center, APA-430. BOO
Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington. DC 20591, or by calling
(202) 267-3484.

Persons interested in being placed on
a mailing Jist for Cuture NPRM's should

request a copy of Advisory Circular No.
11-2A, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
Distribution System. which describes
the application procedure.

Background

The Aviation Safety and Capacity
Expansion Act of 1990 authorizes the
Secretary of Transportation to approve
local imposition of PFC's of $1, $2, or $3
per enplaned passenger Bnd to use PFC
revenue for approved projects. Section
9110 of the Act requires the Secretary to
issue regulations necessary to
implement this authority.

On November 14, 1990, the FAA
issued a "Request for Data and

-Information; Passenger Facility
Charges" (55 FR 47483) seeking
information helpful in developing this
rulemaking. The FAA asked specific
questions concerning methods and
practices involved in fee collection.
handling, remittance, and audill
recordkeeping procedures related to
airline passenger tickeling. Thirteen
comm.enters responded to this request
for data. The comments are available for
inspection in the FAA Rules Docket, No.
26385.

Subsequently the FAA published a
Notice of Proposed Rnlemaking [NPRM)
(56 FR 4078: FebrUary 5, 1991J inviting all
interested persons to aubmit written
COIilIDents. data, views. and arguments.

In addition to requesting written
comments, the FAA held a public
hearing on February 15, 1991, al FAA
headquarters, to hear testimony from
inleresled parties. In all, 18 people

. testified at the hearing.
On March 7, 1991, the FAA extended

the comment period until March 18,
1991. The extension responded to a joint
request for additional time from the Air
Transport Association of America
(ATA). the American Association of
Airport Executives (AAAE), and the
Airport Operators Council Intemational
(AOCI).

The FAA received comments on the
NPRl\.! from a wide representation of the
aviation and financial communities.
Approximately 200 separate responses
were received in the docket. The major
categories of commenters were airport
owners, 6cheduled air carriers (foreign
and U.S.), air taxi and air charter
operators, airport concessionaires. car
rental companies. state aviation
agencies, bond underwriters and
financial institutions, and various
aviation industry trade Bssociations.
Private individuals and several
members of Congress also commented
on the proposal. The MAE, ATA, and
AGel jointly submitted comments on
the NPRM ("joint submission").

Due to the large number of comments See
received. not every comment is lSI?> -JA
individually sddressed in lhis preamble, ,..-" I a
although all have been considered. I?u - =
Many of the less complex suggestions
are Bccommodated by revisions in the
final rule but not expressly discussed. In
other cases, comments are grouped
together with others regarding the same
issue. The FAA has considered all
comments received. However, this
document will not generally address
comments that request provisions
already in the NPRM and unchanged in
the final rule.

The procedures and requirements
contained in the NPRM were intended to
ensure compliance with the statute. This
approach paralleled the AlP grant
proc'ess to some degree. and many
commenters indicate such 8 process
would be excessive and burdensome.
Many commenters argue tha t PFC
revenue is local money, not Cederal. that
restrictive procedures are unwarranted,
and that the airport grant program
should not be used as a model for this
regulation.

The final rule is intended to provide
public agencies with the flexibility 10
tailor their PFC programs to their own
needs while meeti..ng the requirements of
the statute. In addition. it is intended to
reduce the administrative burden as
much as possible for public agencies
and air carriers.

The final rule responds to the public
agencies' desire to receive PFC revenue
while environmental, airspace. and
airport layout plan studies are being
accomplished. Revenue collected prior
10 FAA approval of the project could be
used, after approval is obtained to use
the funds, to reimburse costs incurred
during the project formulation period. It
also could be accumulated so that
fmancing needs for construction end
other development will be partially (or
fullyJ met when the preject is ready for
implementation. The final rule contains
provisions for advance collection and
::c;fcguards to ensure that PFC revenue
will be used only on approved projects.
This issue is addreseed more fully
below. In contrast the NPR."" would
have required all environmental,
airspace and airport layout plan
requirements be completed before an
application could be submitted to
impose a PFC.

Another change adding flexibility to
the rule is a provision for public
agencies to request that those classes of
carriers prOViding less than one percent
of the total annual passenger
enplanements not be required to collect
or remit PFC's at the airport. This is
intended to give public agencies the
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opportunity to reduce the administrative
and financial burden associated with
collecting PFC's from carriers whose
operations would provide little PFC
revenue. It would also reduce the
burden on the carriers belonging to
these classes.

Foreign carriers aod U.S. carriers with
international operations express
concern about administrative costs and
the legal authority of the U.S. to enforce
the collection of PFC's outside the U.S.
Thus, they recommend air carriers "and
foreign air camers not be required to
collect the PFC on such tickets.
However, sales outside the U.S.
represent a substantial number of U.S.
enplanements, and, therefore. failure to
collect PFC's on such tickets could
account for a significant potential loss of
revenue at some U.S. airports.

To accommodate these conflicting
concerns, the final rule gives carriers the
option of coliecting PFC's only at the
passenger's departure gateway. Air
carriers and those foreign air carriers
that serve a point or points in the u.s.
will have three choices: (1) They may
follow the regular collection procedure
for U.S.-issued tickets: (2) they may
coliect PFC's for the passenger's U.S.
departure gateway at the lime of ticket
issuance outside the U.S.; or (3) they
may collect at the time the passenger is
last enplaned in the U.S.

Another major issue was carrier
compensation. Under the NPRM, the
only compensation to which the carrier
would have been entitled was the
interest earned on PFC revenue prior to
remittance. Numerous comments were
received on this issue. Most, but not all,
agree that additional compensation for
carriers is justified. The final rule
provides for a specific fee per PFC
collected in addition to the interest
earned prior to remittance. In addition,
the final rule reduces the remitting,
reporting, and auditing burdens of
collecting carriers.

A number of airport commenters and
financial institutions argue that the
NPRM did not sufficiently provide for
use of PFC revenue to support project
related debt. A primary concern is that
uncertainty created by the termination
process proposed in the f'..'PRM could
lead to lower bond ratings and higher
project financing costs. Changes in the
final rule are intended to increase
investor confidence in PFC-backed
bonds. enhance the marketability of
such bonds and, ultimately, reduce the
amount of PFC revenue needed for
interest and financing costs. While the
final rule retains the Administrator's
statutory authority to terminate a PFC,
the process has been significantly
revised to provide assurance to aU

partie. that every effort will be made to
resolve a problem before termination.

In addition, commenters note the
NPRM did not specifically define debt
service and bond financing costs as
allowable costs reimbursable by PFC
revenue. The defmition of allowable
cost is modified in the final rule to
accommodate this concern.

A detailed discussion of the individual
subparts in the regulation follows:

SubparlA

Subpart A contains the general
provisions of the PFC rule including
definitions, information on project
eligibility, the authority to impose PFC's
and certain limitations.

Section 158.3 Definitions

Several definitions in the NPRM
generated numerous comments. After
considering t.~ese comments, some
definitions have been changed and other
terms added. The following is a
discussion of the significant departures
from the NPRM.

Allowable cost. As proposed.
allowable costs would have been those
considered reasonable and necessary to
accomplish the project, including
formulation costs incurred before
approval to impose a PFC. The
comments express concern that this
definition does not address debt related
costs when PFC revenue is used to
finance borrowing.

The final rule spells out allowable
costs in more detail, and identifies debt
service and bond financing by name as
allowable costs. Allowable costs
incurred after November 5, 1990, but
prior to project approval, are
reimbursable once the public agency
receives project approval. A public
agency's costs of administering its PFC
program are also included in allowable
costs.

This definition includes multi-phased
projects listed in the airport capital plan.
As noted in the NPRM, the FAA will
retain the authority to do an
independent review to determine what
costs are reasonable Bnd necessary.
However, because a project may be
financed entirely with PFC's or other
local funds, the FAA would not
ordinarily conduct the kind of detailed
review associated with the AlP program.
In addition, in the event of a dispute, the
FAA will first look to local laws and
procurement requirements and
procedures for guidance in determining
what costs are reasonable and
necessary.

Approvedproject and project. The
NPRM defined the term "project" to
mean airport planning, land acquisition,
noise compatibility measures and other

such work to be undertaken with PFC
revenue. Because of the need to
differentiate projects for which approval
has been granted to use PFC revenue
from projects still under consideration
or those for which only imposition of a
PFC has been approved, the final rule
includes two definitions, "approved
project" and "project." As the name
implies, an approved project is one that
has received FAA approval under
Subpart B of this part for use of PFC
revenue. The term "project" is used to
refer to all projects whether approved or
contemplated.

Bond financing costs. A new term,
bond financing costs are the costs
associated with issuance, underwriting,
credit en..~ancement and the other costs
of incurring new indebtedness. It does
not include the cost of debt service.
which is dermed separately. The
financial community suggests that these
costs do not ordinarily exceed 2 percent
of the debt package, but the FAA will
not impose a regulatory limit. If such
costs prove to be excessive, the FAA
has the authority to take action in the
future.

Collecting carrier. The NPRM defined
"issuing carrier" to mean an air carrier
or foreign air carrier that issues a ticket
or whose imprinted ticket stock i~ used
by an agent. All PFC collection would
have been accomplished by issuing
carriers under the proposal. As
discussed below. the rmal rule has heen
modified to permit coJlection of PFC's by
other than issuing carriers. The new
term "collecting carrier" is added to
refer to carriers collectins..PFC·s
whether or not such carriers issue the
air travel ticket.

Debt service. This tenn refers to items
normally associated with the payment
of interest, principal and fees.

Exclusive long term lease or use
ogreement. The NPRM defined "Iong
term lease and use agreements" as those
of 5 years or more. This definition
implements the statutory prohibition on
exclusive long-term leases of PPC
financed facilities. Some commenters
suggest that all exclusive leases be
prohibited, and others suggest the
definition refer explicitly to exclusive
long-term leases.

The final rule modifies the proposed
definition by inserting the word
"exclusive:' The FAA did not adopt the
suggestion that all exclusive leases be
prohibited because the statute itself bars
only long-term exclusive leases. A
public agency may adopt a policy of
permitting no exclusive lease or use
agreements of any duration for PFC
financed facilities, but it is not required
to do so.
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Implementation ofan approved

project. This new definition reflects the
separate approval process to impose 8
PFC and to use PFC revenue. As
discussed more fully below, the

. authority to impose a PFC will expire or
terminate if 8 public agency does not
begin implementation of an approved
project in 8 timely fashion. This
definition specifies the actions required
to effect implementation of various
kinds of projects. For 8 construction
project, issuance of a notice to proceed
to the contractor or the physical start of
construction is required. For other
projects COD'UIlencement of work by the
contractor or public agency to carry out
8 statement of work is required. For
property acquisition. implementation is
defined as beginning the title search, .
surveying or appraisal for a significant
portion of the property to be acquired.

One-woy trip and round trip. One of
the most difficult issues in this
proceeding has been rmding a way to
meet the statutory limitation of
collecling no more than two PFC's per
one-way trip and two in each direction
of a round trip. Most tl'ips can be
identified 88 one-way or round trips as
those terms are commonly understood.
however. about 15 percent of trips
cannot. These include open-jaw trips
(those that have identifiable outbound
and return legs but that bave different
origin and termination points) and other
trips. The NPRM incorporated an earlier
airport trade association suggestion that
the one-way trip be defined according to
a "four-hour rule." It would have
specified that after each scheduled stop
between flights of more than four hoUl's,
s new one·way trip would start.

The joint submission and other
commenters state that this proposed
defmition is inappropriate aod difficult
to use. Instead, the joint submission
recommends the rule provide for
collection of PFC's at the first four
airports. regardless of whether the trip
meets the ordinary understanding of
"round trip." In the alternative, the joint
submission requests the PFC be
collected at the first two and last two
airpo,ts imposing PFC's. According to
the commenters, these systems,
particularly the fIrst alternative, would
be easier and 1053 costly for the camers
to implement.

While sympathetic to these concerns,
the FAA is bound by the statutory
language. which clearly prohibits the
collection of more than two PFC's on a
one·way trip and more than two in each
direction on a round trip.

Therefore. the fmal rule defines a
round trip as a trip where the
passenger's itinerary terminates at the
origin point. Other trips Bre considered

one-way trips. This would include open
jaw trips, as well as trips meeting the
commonly understood meaning of one
way. On a one·way trip the carrier
would collect PFC's for the first two
enplaning airports imposing PFC·s. On a
round trip, the carrier would collect
PFC's at the first two aod last two
enplaning airports where PPC's are
imposed. This assures that PFC's will be
collected from passengers on both
directions of a round trip and not more
than four charges will be made. The
suggestion of collecting at the "first
four" airports imposing a PFC could
result in three or four charges on 8 one
way trip. contrary to the statutory
requirement.

Passe,nger enplaned. As proposed in
the NPRM. "passenger enplaned" would
have included passengers on board
international flights that transit an
airport within the continental United
States for nontraffic purposes as is
provided in the Airport and Airway
Improvement Act of 1982 (AAIA). This
category of passenger is excluded from
the definition in the final rule. Without
this change, passengers that transit an
airport on a technical stop, such as for
refueling or customs inspection. would
be liable for payment of any PFC
imposed at that airport. Such stops,
however. are not shown on the
passenger's ticket. 8 requirement for
collection of the PFC. Additionally, the
passenger is not "enplaned" at that
airport as that tenn is generally
interpreted.

Stote. The NPRM did not include a
definition of State. This new definition
has been added to the final rule to
clarify that all territories and
possessions of the United States that
control commercial service airports may
impose a PFC. Under the rule, a State is
defined to include the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico. tbe U.S. Virgin
Islands. the Northern Mariana Islands.
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
and Guam.

Unliquidated PFC Revenue. The
NPRM did not include a definition of
this term and a number of commenters
were unclear about what this term
meant. The tenn is defined as PFC
revenue received by the public agency
but not yet used on approved projects.

Section 158.5 Authority To Impose
PFC's. (Proposed: Authority to Impose
PFC'.)

As proposed. this section would have
pernritted a public agency controlling a
commercial service airport to impose a
$l.lJO. $2.00 or $3.00 PFC on passengers
enplaned at the airport. It also would
have prohibited states or political

subdivisions of states not controlling
such airports from imposing a PFC.

Comments: Some commenters
recommend 8 unifonn fee of $3.00.
arguing the cost of programming
automated systems would be as much
as 24 percent less if only one amount
were permitted to be collected. They
also claim that there is a limited space
on the automated ticket stock fDr
individual PFC cbarges. The
commenters also suggest the rule would
be less confusing to tbe travelling public.
However, some smaller airports indicate
that they would not impose tbe
maximum allowed PFC amount if they
could impose a lesser amount.

Final rule: While the FAA recognizes
the merit of these argwnents, statutory
language clearly pennits airports to
impose PFC's of $1.00. $2.00 or $3.00.
Therefore, this section is unchanged
from the NPRM. However. wbile the
ticket will be required to indicate each
PFC airport. only the total amount of
PFC's collected must be shown on the
ticket. This change sbould eliminate
some of the burden on carriers of
collecting a variable charge.

Section 158.9 Limitations. (Proposed'
Limitation Regarding Passengers of/tir
Carriers Receiving Essential Air Service
Compensation).

As proposed, this section would have
prohibited the imposition of a PFC only
on specific flights to an essential air
service (EAS) point for which
compensation wes being paid. In
addition, it would have required the
compensated carrier to notify other
carriers of these individual flights.

Comments: Several comments request
the prohibition on PFC collection for
these flights be removed, thereby
allowing PFC's to be collected from all
passengers enplaning at an airport
imposing a PFC. The commenters also
ask that if the limitation is retained, the
Department of Transportation should
provide a monthly list of those earners
compensated and the flight to EAS
airports for which compensation 1s paid.
Comments also point out carriers cannot
always designate the specific flights for
which EAS compensation is paid.

Final ruJe: The statuIe clea>ly
probibits airports from collecting PFC's
on flights to EAS points over routes for
which BAS com.pensation is paid.
However, it is not possible to distinguish
which flights by that carrier on a
particular route are compensated.
Therefore, the final rule, § 158.9(a),
sta tes that no PFC may be imposed on
any flight to the eligible point (EAS
airport) by 8 carrier serving a route for
which £AS compensation is paid to that
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carrier. Tbus, in response 'to the
comments. the final rule does not
require ,compensated -carriers -to identify
individual flights as those for which
compensation has been received.
However.. 8 public ·agency may impose a
PFC on passengers enplaned on any
flight to an EAS point that operates over
a route for which no subsidy is paid.
This includes semice over the
subsidized route by a carrier nol
receiving EA:S compensation in addition
to service.o:ver-other routes by any
carrier.

In addition. ,the final rule is modified
to eliminate the 'requirement that EAS
carriers ,provide .notice of compensated
service. The FAA will make available a
monthly list of carriers and airports
receivi~ essential air service
compensation.

A new §15&9(b) ;s added to the final
rule. This provision prohibits a public
agency from requiring a foreign airline
with no.service to the United States to
coUect a PFC. This subject is addressed
further in the discussion of § 158.47.

Section 158.11 Public _Ilgency Request
Not To Require Collection ofPFC's by 0

Class ofllirCarriers or Foreign Air
Carriers

This section was not in the NPRM, but
was added follo\\ring consIderstion of
the comments received. The NPRM
would have required all air carriers and
foreign air carriers to coUeet a PFC Bnd
wou'ldhave required public agencies to
consult with allsucb carriers at 'the
airport.

Comments: Numerous ·comments
request that particular classes of
persons or carriers not be subject to
PFC's. These include military and

. government personnel travelling on
official business. passengers 'Of on
demand air taxi operators, all
international passengers. aU cbarter
passengers, persons travelling on
"frequent flyer" discount fares and
aHlers. Some of these suggestions were
proposed solely for the convenience or
financial benefit 'Of the commenting
party, while others are based on
concerns that the 'Cost of collection to
both the carrier and the public agency
would oUlw<>igh auy beneTits or the PFC
revenue derh"ed by ltte 'Public agency_

The joint Gubmiseion 'recommends
public agencies be given discretion te
impose PFes on passengers travelling
on carriers in any class accounting for
ooe percent or 'e9S of total
enplanements 8 t -the particular airport.

Fi.,oln;1e:The FA.... believes the
proposal in the joint-submission
pro:vides 8 reasonable cut-off point, and
it forms the basis for the final rule. The
FAA note. that the PFC wiUbe a local

charge. -generating locall'evenue to be
used locally. However. to ensure that
public agencies rlesignate classifications
accur.ately. reasonably:and without
arbitrary or discriminatory effect the
final rule requires public sgencies to
obtain FAA approval of any class of
carrien not required to collect a PFC.

Thos, white air taxis, for instance,
may not make up l,percent of the
enplanements at large hub airports, that
class may provide the msjority 'Of
enplanements at smaller ,airports.
Therefore, it would be 1lIlfair to these
smaller airports to categorically exclude
this type of operator.

Section 158.11 allows public agencies
to deternnine what classes ,account for
less than one perceIit -of the airport's
enplanements and 'to exclude them f[lom
the iniHal 'fiotice and consultation
requirements under·§ 158.23. !However,
the public agency must f<>rmally request
that particu1aT classes of carriers not be
required to collect PFC's as part of its
application for authority to impose the
PFC or as part of the amendment
procedure. Since this request would be
an essential part of tbe PFC spplication.
disapproval by the Administrator of the
proposed class would require the public
agency to engage in reconsultation with
all carriers operating a1 the airport and
subsequent application.

Therefore. it may be prudent for the
public agency to proceed with caution in
preparing to submit the first 'such
application. 'FAA Airport 'offices may be
able to ,provide informal assistance in
d_esignating appropriate classes, but this
assistance should not be relied on as an
approval with respect to any request or
class.

Section 158.13 Use ojPFC Revenue.
(Proposed: Use ofPFC Revenue.)

Aa proposed, this section would have
permitted the use of PFC. to pay the
total cost of eli81ble projects and to pay
debt service "On bonds or other
indebtedness incurred to carry out PFC
eligible prDjects. However, debt service
was not otherwise defined.

The NPRM would not have allowed a
public agency to uee PFC revenue to
finance the local matching share for
pi'ojectsreceiving AIPfunds. The FAA's
intent was to ensure thatPFC l"evenue
would be used 'to supplement other
8Gur<:es of IDea! airport cons1ruction
funds rather than replace them.

Comments: The latter proposal drew a
great deal of criticism, including a letter
from several members of-Congress
arguing that Congress intended that
PFC's be used as the local sbare for AlP
projects. In particular, small airports
argue such a prohibition would
eliminate their ability to implement AlP

projects; this•.they claim. would defeat
the intent of this program to eubance the
capacity of the national airspa-ce
system.

Airports and the financial community
also <equestthat reimbursable debt
service be further defined. Bond
financing costs should also be eligible. A
final comment in this area urges tbst the
rule prohibit a public agency from
imposing additional user charges to help
pay ·the costs of a PFC-financed project.

Final role: 'PFC revenue may be used.
1:0 mee't the non-federal share of 'projects
funded under tbe AlP. The FAA
recognizes the'Speoialproblems that
smaller ailllorts may have in generRting
local matching funds and that PI'C
revenue ma,y be a necessary source for
the local mstch.The FAA intends to
maximize the funds available to
enhance safety, capacity, security and
competitiveness under the PFC statute,
and the FAA bss been persuaded that
this change in lbe fma:! rule will
accomplish this objective.

The FAA also is mindful that PFC
re\"enue is local revenue. Hisrorically,
the FAA has not defined permissible
and impermissible sources of local
matching revenue under the AlP.
FinaUy, the FAA notes that the statute is
silent on the availability of PFC revenue
.for the local match.
. This section also provides for the use
of PFC revenue for bond associated debt
service and financing ,costs. To further
enhance the value of PFC fe)/enUe
streams as support for debt financing,
§ 158.13[b)[2} 'Of the final rule permits
PFC revenue to be commingled with the
airport's genera! 'revenue stream when
required by bond documents. However.
the correct proportion of the bond
proceeds (or an equal amount) must be
used for approved projects and any
excess collections over -annual debt
service or other financing costs must be
used on approved projects or 10 retire
"xisling PFC-financed debt Also. noder
§ 158.13(c), public agencies may
combine PFC revenue and federal grant
funds to .accomplish an approved
project. This provision is Wlchanged
from the NPRM.

Section 158.13(e] expressly requires a
public agency to 'obtain FAA spproval to
use PEC l'Cvenue before the pablic
agency may ex:pend PFC revenue. Thus,
if a public agency wants -to use PFC
revenue to fund environmental studies
and other plaroJting 'activities before
receiving full projEct approval. it ,".'ill

have to identify these formulation
activities 8S 8 separate project or
projects for use of PFC ~evenue.

Otherwise. it could be reimbursed tor
costs incurred for these activities once it
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obtained project approval. More
information on this two-step application
process can be found in § 158.25.

The final rule does not prohibit the
imposition of additional user charges to
belp pay for the costs of a PFC-financed
project. The statute prohibits a public
agency from including the PFC portion
of the cost of any project in its rate base.
However, a public agency may establish
user fees to recoup the costs of
operating and maintaining any such
facilities. as well as any financial
contribution not covered by PFe's or the
AlP.

Section 158.15 hoject Eligibility
(Proposed: ProjecrEligibility)

As proposed, this section specified the
kinds of projects that could be funded
by PFC revenue and the objectives these
projects must achieve to receive
approval for use of PFC revenue. Eligible
projects. by statute. are those that
preserve or enhance the safety. capacity
or security of the national air
transportation system, reduce airport
noise or mitigate airport noise impacts
or enhance competition among air
carriers. In addition, PFC financing
would have been available for AlP
eligible airport development and
planning projects, AlP-eligible terminal
development, airport noise compatibility
planning as described in 49 U.S.C.
2103(b), noise compatibility measures
eligible for Federal assistance under 49
U.S.C. 2104 and public use. revenue and
non-revenue passenger enplanement or
deplanement areas and related facilities.
Tbe NPRM also provided examples of
non-eligible categories of facilities,
including all concessions. car rental
facilities, restaurants and parking
garages.

Comments: Several commenters
question whether off-airport ground
transportation projects are eligible.
Smaller airports also request that
concession facilities. including car rental
and parking facilities. be eligible for PFC
financing.

Finol rule: The text of tbe rule bas not
been cbanged from the NPRM in any
material way. However, ground
transportation projects are eligible if the
public agency acquires the right-of-way
and any necessary land. Ownership is
also necessary for project eligibility
under the AlP. In this case, under the
statute. PFC eligibility is identical to AlP
eligibility. The final rule does not set
any eligibility restrictions on the mode
of transportation for airport access
projects, nor does it impose any
requirements on the geographical
proximity of the project to the airport.
These issues will be reviewed on a case
by-case basis as part of the

Administrator's review and approval of
an application to use PFC revenue.

Concession facilities are not eligible
under the final rule for two reasons.
First, such facilities are not AlP-eligible.
Second, while gates and related areas
are eligible projects. the FAA finds no
basis for expanding the defInition of
eligibility to include concession spaces
in these areas. Third, these facilities do
not appear to increase the safety,
security or capacity of the national air
transportation system or increase airline
competition. as required by the statute.

Subpart B

This subpart specifies the procedures
to be followed and the supporting
documentation to be submitted to the
FAA by public agencies applying for
authority to impose a PFC. It also
describes the procedures and criteria
that would be used by tbe FAA in
reviewing applications to impose a PFC.

(Proposed Section 158.23
Requirements Prior to Submission of
Applications)

The NPRM proposed the requirement
that airport layout pla..'l, airspace and
environmental studies be completed and
approved prior to submission of an
application for a PFC by a public
agency. The concept of such
prerequisites for all PFC's drew criticism
from over 40 respondents, especially the
airport community. Many argue tha~ the
statute does not limit approval of
authority to impose a PFC to only those
situations where 8 project Is ready to be
implemented. Rather, they assert, a
public agency sbould be authorized to
collect for 8 major project, or slate of
projects. that are nominally eligible but
are still in the planning stage.

The majority of these commenters
suggest that completion of aU or some of
the proposed prerequisites be deferred
until the public agency submits an
application to use its PFC revenue.
Others argue that these requirements
should not be applicable to imposition
of a PFC or to implementation of PFC
financed projects.

An important consideration in this
regard is the degree to whlch approval
to impose a PFC irrevocably commits
the FAA or a public agency to a course
of action on 8 proposed project If
approval to impose a PFC is equivalent
to such a commitment, the FAA's
approval could be a major Federal
action requiring 8 review under the
National Environmental Policy Act of
1989 (NEPAl. and it would be necessary
to complete all environmental studies
prior to such approval. Therefore, the
FAA sought comments in the NPRM on
wbether tbe approval of an application

to impose a PFC would be a major
Federal action under NEPA or,
alternatively, whether such approvals
are outside the scope ofNEPA.

Two respondents provide particularly
belpful comments in this regard. They
cite applicable court rulings and draw
meaningful comparisons between these
decisions and the approval of authority
to impose a PFC separately from
approval to use PFC revenue on a
specific project. Following further
analysis. tbe FAA has concluded that.
with clear requirements for meaningful
alternatives available to the proposed
project and adequate safeguards on the
expenditure of PFC revenue prior to
approval. approval to impose a PFC
would not ordinarily be a major Federal
action wi thin the meaning of NEPA.
Rather. in most cases the approval
would be categorically excluded from
the requirement for an environmental
assessment or statement. Environmental
reviews would, however, be required
before approval is given for use of PPC
revenue to finance a project under the
same procedures as are currently
applicable to AlP or locally financed
projects subject to FAA approval.

Althougb about one out of six
respondents commenting on this issue
concurred with the method set forth in
the NPRM. the FAA agrees with the
views of the majority that prior
completion of environmental. ALP and
airspace studies is not required for an
application to impose a passenger
facility charge. Accordingly. the final
rule provides a procedure under which a
PFC may be imposed prior to the
completion of such studies.

The FAA recognizes the danger cited
by some commenters that, in
extraordinary circumstances. mere
approval to impose a PFC may 8S a
practical matter. commit the FAA or a
public agency to a course of action or
may otherwise influence future Federal
decisions. If the FAA believes that
danger to exist in a particular case, it
will not approve an application to
impose a PFC unless the appropriate
environmental reviews have been
completed.

In addition, the procedurea for
consultation, application, review and
approval set forth in the NPRM are
modified in the fmal rule to
accommodate applications submitted for
tbe authority to impose a PFC. either
before or with an application to use PFC
revenue on an approved project.

Several commenters propose various
ways to streamline the process for
notice, consultation, application. review
and approval. Most involve submission
of a comprehensive slate of projects in
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the form of '8. master plan or ,capital
program. One airport authority proposes
a completelY different process based on
that concept with abbreviated periods
'or consultation and review. The FAA
may, in some cases, be able to complete
its required notice and 'fe\iew processes
in less than the 120 days permitted by
the statute. However, because of
complexity or opposition. there are
likely to be many applications that will
not be able to he fully evaluated jn less
than the full 12O-day period.

The FAA has attempted to adopt the
spirit of the comments that urge B more
streamlined, less complicated. process
in obtaining approval to impose a PFC
and to use the revenue remitted by
carriers. Many of the Buggestions were
accepted and resulted in revisions in the
final rule. Readers familiar with the
NPRM will note substantial change
throughout this section. Not all the
comments were adopted. however, and
the reasons are given in the discussion
of each sectio~below.

Section 158.23 Consultation With Air
Carriers and Foreign Air Carriers
(Proposed: § 158.25 Consultations With
Air Carriers and Foreign Air Carriers)

This section in the NPRM would have
required that. to the extent possible, a
public agency provide notice to all air
carriers and foreign air carriers
currently operating althe airport. It
specified the items to be included in
such a notice. time limits for
acknowledgement by air carriers of
receipt of the notice, meeting
requirements. and it established that the
carriers must certify agreement or
disagreement with the propesed
projects.

Comments: Airports and airport
organizations argue for relaxed notice
and consultation requirements. Some
recommend that air taxi operators be
exempt from the notice procedure
required of public agencies. and others
urge a like exemption for charter
operators because, by defuritiDn, they
serve the airport on an irregular basis. A
few endorsed the requirement in the
NPRM that all carriers be notified and
consulteJi. A number of commenters
point out that a public agency's cost for
consultation could easily 'exceed the
amount of PFC revenue collected for
some air carriers that enplane small
numbers of passengers. The joint
submission also suggests that attempts
to coordinate and require collection IOf
PFC's below some threshold of
enplanements would be uneconomic.
New.§ 158.11 was developed in response
to their suggestions in this regard.

Final rule: The FAA weighed the
comments requesting relief from notice

to and consultation -with all air c8niers
and concluded that the relief sought 1S
warranted. Accordingly. § 158.23{a) has
been modified to re.flect the provision in
§ 158.11 that allows public agencies to
request such relief with respect to any
class of air camer enplaning less than
one percent of all passengers enplaned
at the airport. The information about
any such class of carrier is now included
in § 158.23(a}(3l of the final rule. The
Administrator's decision granting or
denying such a request is discussed
below under § 158.29.

Public agencies should note. however,
that FAA appro~alor disapproval oLthe
request will occur only in conjunction
with the approval or disapproval of .an
application to impose.a PFC under
§ 158.29. The Administrator must ensure
that any relief ,to a class is reasonable.
not arbitrary and not discriminatory. If
the request is approved under that
section, carriers in the named class or
classes would not be required to collect
the PFC. If the request is not approved..
the public agency will have to undertake
new consultations with camers.
including the class or classes which
were named in the original application.

A few commenters recommend that
consultatioD be limited to "major
operators" at the airport. While this
approach would seem to address the
carriers serving most of the passengers
enplaned at an airport. and. therefore.
could comply with the spirit of the
consultation requirement, the term itself
is difficult to define. 'There is no agreed
upon level of activity that would serve
to divide "major operators" from other
operators at an airport; in addition. the
same carrier may be considered "major"
at one airport, but not at another.
Therefore. the FAA bas not adopted this
suggestion.

Other commenters believe that no
airline consultation is necessaty, that
consultation could be satisfied by
mailing all project information to
carriers L'llieu of a meeting. or that
consultation should not be needed on
projects not affecting operations. The
FAA did not adopt these suggestions
because the statute is quite clea'r that air
carriers should be consulted. that a
meeting is required, Bnd that the na ture
of the project is not 8 basis for
eliminating consultation on a PFG..
financed pr-oject.

There were also comments
recommending that airlines not currently
serving the airport. air cargo carriers
and passenger representatives be
consulted. Tbe FAA encourages public
agencies to involve al many interested
parties as possible in the consultation
process. but cannot. under the statute.
make -such widespread consulta tiOD.a

requirement. Of'Course, for 'any prroject
requiring environmental study prior to
implementation. all interested persons
must be afforded the <lPportunity to
provide comment. In .addition. the FAA
provides notice to and opportunity for
comment by aU interest.ed parties during
the application review process under
§ 158.27.

Some commenters argue that notice
should be sent by registered letter or
published in the Federal Register; others
suggest that a facsimile transmission
would be adequate. The FAA has
chosen not to s.pecify the form of written
notice. leaving that choice to the public
agency. However, failure by 8 public
agency to satisfy the written notice
requir.ement of this section could result
in disapPlloval of an application. The
Federal Register, 8S the vehicle used b.y
the Federal Government to provide
public notice. is not readily available for
use hy non-Federal organizations or
individuals.

The remaining changes in this section
result from reorganization and editing to
improve clarity.

Section 158.25 Applicotions (proposed:
§ 158.27 Applicotion)

A main feature of the procedure
proposed in the NPRM was the
requirement that all environmental and
technical studies for a proposed project
be completed and approved before the
PFC application could be submitted. As
proposed, this section would have
required public agencies to file
applications not more than one yenr in
advance of the proposed ch8l'ge
effective date and to implement an
approved project within 2 years of that
date. No provision was made for
separate approval to impose a PFC in
advance of project approval.
Applications for more than one project
would have been acceptable, but no
work other than project formulation
could have commenced until project
approval.

The NPRM also set forth information
that wou'lld have been required to
accompany the ,application, and
specified that the Administrator could
request additional information if
needed. In addition. the proposed rule
referred to an application form de:picte1
in Appendix A and accompanying
public agency assurances set forth in
AppendixB.

Comments: Most commenters argue
that PFC application procedures
modelled after those for AIP grants. as
proposed jn the NPRM, would be too
burdensome and restrictive. They urge
instead simpler. more flexible.
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procedures for application. review and
approval.

A number of commenters argue that
authority to impose PFC's should be
allowed separately in advance of project
approval, as long as the public agency
can demonstrate that it has under
consideration or preparation sufficient
projects thst are nominally eligible for
use of the PFC revenue collected. One
commenter proposes that approval of a
major capital program, B new airport, for
example, be tied to a showing by the
public agency of a demonstrated need
for the program.

Under the two·step process most
suggest. a public agency could submit an
application to impose a PFC for projects
currently in the planning stage and later
file for approval of 8 specific project. or
an extensive list of projects such as a
long term capital plan. The
docum~ntationneeded for project
approval, say these commenters. can be
submitted when appropriate for review
and approval of specific projects on
which PFC revenue would be ~pent.

Some respondents suggest slightly
differing sequences for completing
environmental and technical
requirements in relation to PFC and
project approval. One suggests that
these requirements be accomplished in
tandem with consultation; another that
they be done concurrently with the
Administrator's review and approval
process; a third argues that
environmental and technical approvals
are not needed for PFC-financed
projects; and a fourth suggests that a
previously approved ALP can be used to
satisfy that requirement.

Many commenters also suggest that
an application to impose a PFC in
advance of approval to use PFC revenue
be accompanied by a list of back-up
projects on which the accumulated
revenue could be spent if major multi
phase projects were ultimately
disapproved. A similar suggestion is that
the public agency describe any
alternative methods it is considering to
accomplish its stated objectives.

A comment appearing frequently is
that the term "project" in the application
should be broadened to include major
capital plans and multi-phased
programs. Those who support this
concept argue that this would give
public agencies the flexibility they need
to apply PFC revenue to specific
projects in the most efficient manner
and reduce the need to reapply for each
successive project.

Many commenters also suggest that a
public agency should have the flexibility
to revise its implementation schedule for
approved projects in a capital plan in
any order it considers appropriate. This

they argue, would allow public agencies
to respond quickly to changing local
priorities and to take advantage of more
economical contracting and
procurement opportunities. Another
proposal for added flexibility suggests
that public agencies be allowed to
gradually phase in increasing PFC levels
at their airports.

A number of comments specifically
relate to time limits proposed in sections
158.27[c] and 158.27[d) of the NPRM. A
few suggest that applications be
accepted more than 1 year in advance of
the proposed charge effective date;
others argue for more than the proposed
2 years that would have been allowed
between application approval and
project implementation; and at least one
commenter urged that no more than 6
months be allowed from the time of PFC
approval to implementation.

A number of commenters express
confusion with respect to the term
"formulation" 8S it was used in the
application procedure outlined in the
NPRM. Several respondents suggest that
the FAA define the term and some offer
their own definition. Other commenters
seek to expand the meaning of project to
include various specific activities often
associated with project formulation such
as contrBcting for architectural Bnd
engineering services.

Others strongly urge that projects
such as environmental studies and
preliminary plans be eligible or
reimbursable in conjunction with
proposed projects. They assert that
smaller airports in particular will not be
able to afford the cost of required
studies if they cannot use PFC revenue
for that purpose.

Some commenters suggest that the
application also include a certification
from the public agency that it is not in
violation of sections 9304 or 9307 of the
Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990.
A suggested altemative is that the FAA
make tha t a specific standard of the
approval process. Another commenter
proposes that public agencies certify in
the application, and on the form
depicted in appendix A of the NPRM,
that FAA's NEPA requirements have
been satisfied.

One commenter argues that the
application should include a checklist on
which the public agency would be
required to indicate deficiencies in
airport safety or design standards. This
commenter argues that an application to
impose a PPC for a project other than to
address such deficiencies should require
an additional justification. Another
seeks a requirement for project
description to ensure that projects
intended to benefit primarily all-cargo

operators be easily identified for
disapproval.

Some commenters recommend that
the meaning of several terms used in the
NPRM should be clarified or their use
eliminated. Among these, it is suggestpd
that the proposed requirement for a
financial plan he revised to
accommodate preliminary financial
estimates; that the final rule prOVide
guidelines for preparing acceptable
enplanement projections; and that
applications require greater specificity
in the factors used to propose a charge
effective date and other estimates
related to total PFC revenue. One
comment suggests that there is no valid
need for a public agency to project the
total PFC amount.

While one commenter asks for an
explanation of what additional
information the Administrator might
request, 8S was provided for in the
NPRM, another proposes that the
provision be deleted.

Finally, two public agencies propose
that certain existing agreements
between airport sponsors under the AlP
be used to justify relaxation of
application requirements. One
recommends that, where the FAA has
issued a leller of intent [LOI) with
respect to future funding of an approved
program or project, and the LOI requires
the public agency to impose a PFC, the
public agency not be required to obtain
the additional approval to impose a PFC.
Another suggests that sponsors already
obligated by AlP grant assurances be
relieved of having to submit additional
assurances with an application to
impose a PFC.

Final rule: The FAA agrees tha t the
authority to impose a PFC can be
granted in advance of an approval to
use PFC revenue on specific projects.

Accordingly, this section of the final
rule is restructured to provide two
application options. Under the final rule,
a public agency may apply for authority
to impose a PFC while finalizing the
plans and studies for a project to be
financed with the PFC revenue. The
application to use the PFC revenue may
then be submilled when all needed
plans are complete and prerequisite
approvals have been obtained.
Alternatively, if a public agency is ready
to immediately implement a project
using PFC revenue, it may apply to do so
at the same time it files the application
to impose the PFC. The information to
he submitted with an application for the
authority to impose a PFC and to use
PFC revenue are set forth in § 156.25(b)
and (c], respectively, in the final rule.

The FAA consider. the final rule to
permit substantial flexibility on
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alternative sequences to complete the
requirements for approvals to impose a
PFC and to use PFC revenue. A public
agency may. in many instances. pursue
completion of these requirements
concurrently. The FAA considers it
unnecessary. however. to specify in the
rule the various paths by which a public
agency satisfy the requirements.

The infonnation to be submitted in all
.cases in which a public agency seeks the
authority to impose a PFC is set forth in
section 158.25(b}.lnasmuch as the final
rule does not include a specific form on
which the application is to be submitted,
a. was proposed in Appendix A of the
NPRM, the listing of required
information in this section is more
detailed. (The FAA intends to develop
an application fonn independently from
this rule, but a public agency need not
await its availability in order to file an
application.)

The application to impose a PFC
requires information about the public
agency, the airport at which the PFC is
to be imposed aod at which the revenue
is to be used, the PFC level to be
imposed, the proposed charge effective
date and the project, including its
justification.

In this regard, the definition of
"project" in subpart A is revised as
discussed above to clarify the FAA's
intent that large capital programs and
multi-phased projects. 8S well as more
modest projects, are considered
approvable. The requirement under
§ 158.25(bJ(81, therefore, may be
interpreted broadly or narrowly, as in
the case of a public agency with plans
for the immediate use of PFC revenue on
discrete projects.

The results of consultation with air
camers and foreign air carriers are also
to be submitted.

If the public agency wishes to request
that any class of air carrier not be
required to collect the PFC at the airport,
that request and specified information
regarding the class must accompany the
application.

If the project is still in the planning
stage and the public agency is seeking
only the authority to impose a PFC, the
financial information required by
§ 158.25(b}(14} must still be included
However, a public agency is required to
provide only as much inlonnation as can
reasonably be expected to be available
during the planning stages of a
comprehensive capital program. Finally,
the FAA retains the provision whereby
the Administrator may request
additional infonnation.

In a case where the public agency
intends to proceed immediately with a
PFC-fmanced project, the application
should include the infonnalion required

under § 158.25(cj(l} of the final rule. If
such is the case, the public agency need
not submit the information set forth in
§ 158.25(bj(14}.lt should be noted that a
public agency is required to submit a
signed certification regarding the
completion of any necessary
environmental, ALP and airspace
studies and approvals. (If the
application is to conduct planning or
environmental study projects, to be
done in preparation for B later
application involving construction, this
certification is not required.) The FAA
intends to monitor the veracity of this
certification closely to ensure that all
requirements are fully met before
granting approval to use PFC revenue.

If a public agency has obtained
approval of an application for the
authority to impose a PFC, and later
applies for the suthority to use
accumulated PFC revenue, it must first
consult further with air carriers and
foreign air carriers. This consultation is
intended to be less rigorous than the
first in that it requires no meeting at
which the public agency presents its
proposed project to the carriers. It
should, however, emphasize new or
revised PFC or project information,
including cost. that is relevant to the
application. The public agency must
then submit the information required
under § 158.24(c}(2} of the final rule,
including a summary of the further
consultation. Again, the emphasis
should be on changes to the original
application to impose a PFC.

Whether a public agency intends to
seek approval to use PFC revenue
concurrent with or subsequent to the
approval to impose a PFC, the project it
proposes may consist of one or more
discrete projects or a general program of
projects. In either case, the public
agency has the option to implement
approved projects in whatever order
best responds to local priorities and best
meets local objectives regarding airport
development.

The FAA agrees that an application to
impose a PFC by a public agency that
has been found to be in violation of
these provisions should not be
approved. and incorporates this
provision as a criterion for approval,
rather than including it as an item to be
Included in the application. See the
discussion below on § 158.29, the
Administrator's decision, in this regard.

The FAA has concluded that it is
unlikely that a public agency will file an
application to impose a PFC more than 1
year in advance of its proposed charge
effective date and, consequently, this
provision is deleted in the final rule. The
2-year limit for implementing a project
approved under § 158.25(c}. however, is

considered appropriate. When coupled
with the option to impose a PFC for an
additional 3 years before approval to
use the funds, as discussed below under
§ § 258.31 and 158.33, a public sgency
may accumulate PFC revenue for up to 5
years before actually implementing a
project. See the discussion of §§ 158.31
and 158.33 below regarding duration of
authority to impose a PPC prior to
obtaining project approval and prior to
implementing an approved project.

The FAA considered developing a
defmition for "fonnulation" but bas not
done so. The problem lies, in part, with
the fact that some costs of fonnulatlng a
project. e.g., environmental studies. can
be undertaken by public agencies as
individual projects. (Some commenters
interpreted the NPRM too narrowly in
this regard.) Conversely, land
acquisition, which is considered project
fonnulation under the AlP, clearly could
not be financed with PFC revenue until
such use is approved.

This issue is resolved in the final rule
by revising the definition of "allowable
cost" as discussed above under subpart
A to clarify tha t the costs can be
incurred prior to approval to impose a
PFC or use PFC revenue. It should be
understood, however, that a public
agency that incurs costs related to a
project before the project is approved,
may use PFC revenues to reimburse
those costs only if the project is
ultimately approved.

The FAA has chosen not to require an
airport safety checklist or specific steps
to highlight any particular type of
project. To do so would indicate that the
FAA intends to substitute its priorities
for those of the public agency
controlling the airport. In addition, with
respect to concerns about airport safety.
the FAA conducts periodic inspections
of certificated commercial service
airports to help ensure that critically
needed safety projects are implemented
when needed. This should be addressed
during the required consultation process
prior to the filing of an application. With
regard to highlighting specific types of
projects to preclude PFC of funding
ineligible items, section 158.15(b}(6}
indicates some of the types of projects
that are ineligible for use of PFC
revenue. The FAA is confident that.
because eligibility for PFC-fmanced
projects so closely parallels that for AlP
financed projects with the exception of
gates and related areas, there is little
likelihood that ineligible projects will ba
proposed or financed with PFC revenue.
Consequently. these proposals are not
incorporated in tbe final rule.

The FAA has not adopted suggestions
that final rule incorporate more specific
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guidelines for preparing any types of
projections or any estimating methods
that a public agency may use to develop
its proposed charge effective or
expiration dates. There is sufficient
expertise extant in this specialized area
that to proscribe a particular .
methodology by rule would reduce
flexibility to adopt new or proven
methods to locally controlled estimating
needs. Although the FAA declines to
specify the methods for developing such
estimates. the fmal rule retains the
requirements that public agencies
present certain temporal and financial
forecasts.

Readers will also note that the final
rule retains the provision allowing the
Administrator to request additional
information if it is needed to fully
evaluate en application. Altbough the
Administntor would have that authority
even in th:1 absence of this provision. its
presence 1a intended to advise public
agencies la'lat some additional
information may be needed in certain
circumstances. Because it cannot be
predicted what specific information
could be needed in 8 given case,
however, the FAA has chosen not to
articulate examples of information that
potentially could be requested.

The final rule also retains the
application requirement that public
agencies certify in writing that they will
comply with certain assurances related
to the imposition cf PFC's and the use of
PPC revenues. These are considered
necessary to ensure that projects
constructed with PFe revenues are
compatible with airport safety and
design standards. further the policy of
encouraging air carrier competition. and
assuring compliance with specific PFC
related requirements. The indi"O"idual
assurances in the final rule are
discussed below under appendix A.

The FAA has also decided not to
adopt the proposal that an airport
sponsor required by a letter of intent
issued under the AlP to impose a PFC he
exempt from the PFC-related application
requirements. While certain of the
consultation and application
requirements may be redundant, the
statute cannot be interpreted to provide
such an exemption. In addition, although
plior consultation and project approval
will very likely allow speedier review
and approval, it can also be expected
that new issues will arise pertaining to
imposition of the PFC and use of the
revenue.

Section 158.27 Review ofApplications
(PJ.'Oposed: Review and Approval
PJ.'Ocess)

As proposed, this section included the
procedures for review of application8

and the standards and procedures for
approval of applications by the
Administrator in a single section. With
respect to review. the NPR.'d proposed
that the Administrator would review the
completeness of the application within
30 days after receipt. If the application
was complete, the Administrator would
have puhlished a notice in the Federal
Register soliciting public comment.
Comments would be due in 30 days.
Following review of the record,
including public comments, the
Administrator would have issued a
decision within 120 days of the receipt
of the application.

If the application was not
substantially complete, the NPRM
provided for the Administrator to advise
the public agency of the deficiencies,
and the public agency would have had
15 days to advise the Administrator of
its intention to supplement the
application, If the public agency chose
not to 8upplement the application, the
Administrator would have proceeded
with a Federal Register notice inviting
public comment and would have issued
a decision within 120 days after receipt
of the application. If the public agency
supplemented the application, the
Administrator would have reviewed the
supplemented application for
completeness. If the Administrator still
considered the supplemented
application to be incomplete, the public
agency would have had a further
opportunity to supplement the
application. This process could have
been repeated until the Administrator
determined that the application was
substantially complete or the public
agency declined to file further
supplements. Following notice and an
opportunity for public commen~ the
Administrator would have issued a
decision within 120 days after receipt of
the final sopplement.

The proposed rule also included
provisions specifying the contents of the
Administrator's decision to be published
in the Federal Register and the
standards for approval of PFC
applications.

Comments: A number of commenters
urge that the process be streamlined,
and many propose the elimination of
certain requirements, as discussed
below. At least one commenter suggests
that some expedition could be achieved
if certain steps could proceed in tandem
rather than sequentially. Others propose
that certain requirements be eliminated.

Two airports propose that the rule
provide for an Administrator's decision
in less than 120 days. especially in the
case of PFC applications that are not
opposed by carriers. One of these
proposals is part of a larger

recommendation to expedite the review
process.

With respect to completeness
determinations, an airport operator
proposes that the FAA take only 15 days
to review the completeness of the
application. On a related matter,
another airport authority proposes that
instead of restarting the 120-day
decisional clock with receipt of each
supplement, the final rule provide for a
suspension of the clock between the
time the Administrator detenulnes the
application i. not substantially complete
and receipt of the final supplement.
Finally, one commenter suggests that
notices of substantially complete
applications under § 156.27(a) include a
description of information required to
achieve full confonulty, or, in the
alternative, that the concept of
substantially complete be defmed, Some
airport commenters propose eliminating
the Federal Register notice following
receipt of an application as unduly
burdensome or limiting public comments
on the Federal Register notice to airport
users. Another proposes that
commenters be required. not merely
permitted, to submit any comments in
the local consultation process as their
comments to the FAA. One trade
association recommends that the FAA
comment period conform. to the period
allowed in the local consultation
process. A Federal Government agency
proposes that the final rule omit the
requirement that commenters serve a
copy of their comments on the public
agency and that the FAA arrange to
forward public comments.

Final Rule: In addition to the many
changes made in direct response to the
public comments, the FAA has made a
major structural change in the final rule,
In the NPRM. § 158.29 contained
proposed provisions that would govern
both the FAA's review of an application
and the Administrator's decision. The
FAA has separated the provisions on
FAA review and the Administrator's
decision into § 158.27 and § 158.29
respectively. This separation is made
because the same review proces! wilJ be
used for both an application for
authority to impose a PFC and an
application to use PFC revenue. In
contrast, the Administrator's decision
and standards for approval will vary
with each kind of application. Section
158.29 is discussed more fully below.

The FAA has made some changes to
simplify the review process, as
discussed below, In addition, the
provision for separate applications to
impose PFC's and to use PFC revenue
should permit some public agencies to
impose a PFC sooner than would have
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been possible under the NPRM..
However. many of the steps of the
review process are mandated by statute,
e.g. notice and an opportunity for
comment after FAA receipt of an
application. Other steps are necessary
to meet requirements imposed on the
FAA. For example. the preliminary
review for completeness is necessary to
ensure the FAA will be able to make a
decision on aD application within the
time required by statute. Many of the
commenters' suggestions, including, for
example. the proposal for a complete
expedited review process. could not be
implemented in the final rule as
discussed below.

To simplify the review process, the
final rule eliminates multiple
supplements to applications deemed to
be substantially incomplete by the
Administrator. Under the final rule, the

. public agency may be required to
provide only one supplement to the
application. This change should
eliminate the possibility that the review
process can be extended for long
periods without a final decision. A
decision denying an application would
not prevent the public agency from
reapplying following further
consultations.

The final rule does not provide for
concurrent completion of different steps
of the process, although that may be
possible in the future.

The statute requires certain steps to
be completed before filing the
application and gives the FAA 120 days
to complete the review. Given these
requirements. the FAA is reluctant to
provide specifically for concurrent
actions at this time prior to gaining
experience in implementing the rule.
Therefore. the final rule does not reduce.
the number of days for the
Administrator's decision on an
application.

The final rule retains the provision for
Federal Register notice and opportunity
for public comment since this notice is
the usual means of advising the public
of tbat opportunity. The FAA will bear
the burden of publishing the notice, The
requirement that the public agency make
8 copy of this notice available upon
request should not be unduly
burdensome since a copy for inspection
at the airport is sufficient. Publication of
the notice in a local newspaper is
optional with the public agency. As to
limiting comments to users of the
airport, the statute specifies that any
"interested person" have an opportunity
to comment, and there is no statutory
basis for treating that language as
limiting comment to airport users.
Moreover, potential "users" of the
airport may come from anywhere in the

country. Therefore. the final rule does
not incorporate either of these
suggestions.

The final rule also retains the 3D-day
FAA comment period proposed in the
NPRM If the comment period matched
the total time allowed in the local
consultation process. 75 days, the FAA
would, in many cases, have insufficient
time to complete the review process
within the 120 days provided in the .
statute. Also, the final rule does not
require air carriers to submit to the FAA
their comments in the local consultation
process. Such a requirement would
effectively preclude air carriers from
responding to a public agency's
explanations of its reasons for pursuing
an application in light of certifications of
disagreement and in doing so would
frustrate the purpose and value of the
notice and comment requirement.

The final rule also retains the
requirement that commenters serve a
copy of their comments on the public
agency. Principles of fundamental
fairness clearly entitle an applicant to
be made aware of comments, arguments
and evidence being presented in
opposition to its application. The burden
on commenters proposed in the NPRM
the cost of one additional copy and first
class postage-is not unreasonable.

With respect to supplemented
app!icetions. the final rule provides that
the 12D-day review period be restarted
with the filing of the supplement. It does
not incorporate a commenter's
suggestion that the clock be suspended
while the supplement is being filed.
Because the final rule provides for only
one supplement, however, the prospect
for extensive delay is largely eliminated.

On a related matter, the final rule
does not incorporate a suggestion that
notices of substantially complete
appllcations specify any additional
infonnation required. This proposal
misconstrues the concept of
substantially complete applications,
which is to assUre that applications will
be reviewed on their merits, even if not
in strict technical compliance with all
requirements of the rule. An application
will not be considered substantially
complete if the FAA considers
additional information to be necessary
for a decision.

Section 158.29 The Administrator's
Decision (Proposed: Review and
Appro,'al Process).

As proposed, this section sets forth
the standards for approval of an
application and the contents of the
Administrator's notice to the public
agency of approval. Under the proposal,
the Administrator would have approved
an application only after a

determination there would be no
excessive PFC collections, the project
met the objectives and standards of
§ 158.17, and the application was
substantially complete. The NPRM
required public agencies to file an
application to both impose a PFC and
use PFC revenue on a project.

Comments: This provision of the
NPRM generated very little comment. A
comment from the financial community
suggests the rule state that the
Administrator's decision be binding and
conclusive.

Final Rule: The paragraph of the
NPRM dealing with this issue
(§ 158.29(g)) has been replaced with a
new § 158.29. This reflects the fact that
public agencies have the option to seek
approval for imposition of PFC's
separately from approval to use PFC
revenue. Somewhat different standards
are provided for each type of approval.
Paragraph (a] defines the standards for
approval to impose a PFC, and
paragraph (bj defines the standards for
approval to use PFC revenue. However,
when a public agency applies for
conCUITent approval to impose a PFC
and use PFC revenue, the public agency
must satisfy the requirements of both
paragraphs before the Administrator
will approve the application.

Under paragraph (aj, the
Administrator will approve an
application to impose a PFC only upon
determining that excess revenue will not
be collected. and the preferred project is
eligible, In addition, the collection
process, including a request to waive the
collection requirement for a class of
cflrriers, must be determined by the
AdmiPJstrator to be reasonable, not
arbitrary, nondiscriminatory and in·
accordance with the law. Wben the
public agency has not sought concurrent
approval to use PFC revenue, there must
be alternative uses for PFC revenne in
case the public agency's preferred
project is not approved.

The first standards reflect statutory
requirements. The next standard allows
the Administrator to ensure that the
public agency has adopted a fair
classification system that does not
unfairly favor any carrier or class of
carrier. Under this standard, for
example, a classification of on-demand
Part 135 operators might be approved,
whereas a classification of Part 135
operators that had served the airport 5
years or more probably would not. The
last .requirement regarding alternative
projects ensures that approval to impose
a PFC does not inexorably commit the
FAA to permi t the use of PPC revenue
on a particular project. The proposed
standard that the application comply
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with the final role's application
requirements has been omitted. Because
the Administrator will role on the merits
of all applications after at most one
supplemen~ this standard is no longer
necessary.

Section 153.29(a)(2) specifies the
Administrator's notice of approval will
list projects and alternative uses that
may qualify for PFC financing. the PFC
to be imposed, total approved PFC
revenue, duration of authority and the
earliest permissible charge effective
date. The FAA considers this
infonnation relevant to the approval to
impose a PFC. In particular, the
specifico'ition of the earliest permissible
charge effective date allows the
Administrator to ensure carriers will be
ready to begin collection on the public
agency's charge effective date. It is
expecled that this issue will be
discussed during tbe local consultation
process. The Administrator will not
specify the exact charge effective date
because, under § 158.43, the charge
effective date ..<ill depend on the date of
the public agency's notice to carriers.

Paragraph (bI defm.. the standards
for approval to use PPC revenue all an
approved proj€ct. The Administrator
will approve an application only after
the determinations that there will not be
excessive collections, that the project
meets the statutory standards for use of
PPC revenue, and that any project
satisfies all applicable requirements
with respect to FAA airspace
determinations. ALP approvals and
compliance with NEPA. The first two
standards relate to the standards in the
PFC statute. Once a specific project has
been identified for PFC fmancing. it is
necessary to assure that the specific
project may be financed by PFC revenue
under the statute and that PFC revenue
will not exceed the allowable costs of
that project. The latter standard assures
that a public agency does not use PFC
funds on a project until all requisite
Federal approvals have been obtained.
If the Administrator cannot verify that
these requirements have been met.. the
application will be disapproved. Under
§ 15B.29(b)(2). approval to use PFC
revenue on any project will be
considered approval of that project for
purposes of the role.

Paragraph (cJ of this section specifies
that the Administrator will sive written
notice when an application is
disapproved. That notice will include
the reasons for the decision. While the
NPRM included notification of approval.
notification of disapproval was
inadvertently omittecllf a public agency
files a new application following
disapproval. it must comply with the

consultation and application
requirementa of the role since it is likely
a new application will involve some
changes.

Section 158.31 Duration ofAuthority to
Impose 0 PFC Following Project
Implementation (Proposed Duration of
Authority To Impose 0 PFC)

As proposed, this section would have
allowed that a public agency to impose
a PFC until it received the total
approved PFC revenue, or the
Administrator had terminated PFC
authority under subpart E. or the public
agency was detemtined to be in
violation of relevant provisions of the
Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990
and terminated the authority to impose
a PFC thereunder.

Comments: Some commenters express
concern that tying termination to receipt
of total approved PFC revenue would be
unduly burdensome to public agencies
which had underestimated project costs
and collected the amount of total
approved PFC revenue before 8 project
was completed or fully paid for. These
commenters suggest termination be tied
to collection of PFC revenue when they
equal project costs. Some suggest public
agencies be allowed to continue to
impose the PFC and apply the PFC
revenue to other approved projects.

Final rule: The proposed provision
has been modified in three ways in the
final role. First. the fmal rule spec;.!ies
tha t the public agency may impose a
PFC until total PFC revenue plus interest
equals the allowable cost of the
approved project. This may require a
public agency to revise its charge
expiration date so revenue collected
match allowable costs. This revision
addresses the concern raised in the
comments. The final rule does not
explicitly provide for the continued
imposition of a PFC to finance approved
backup projects. U backup projects have
been approved, under the terms of the
role, the public agency may use PFC
revenue to finance these projects. and
imposition could continue. However. the
public agency must obtain specific
approval to use PFC revenue for the
backup projects. If authority to use the
revenue on specific backup projects has
not been obtained. the authority to
impose the PFC would expire once the
public agency had received sufficient
PFC revenue and interest to pay for the
cests associated with approved projects.

In the second change. this section of
tbe fmal role now explicitly applies only
when e public agency has begun
implementation of an approved project.
New section § 158.33. addresses
instances when a public agency has not

implemented an approved project in a
timely fashion, and is discussed below.

The third change is in paragraph [c).
referring to termination for
noncompliance with provisions of the
Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990.
The final rule specifies that the authority
to impose a PFC will be terminated for
noncompliance with that law in
accordance with the implementing
regulations for that statute.

Section 158.33 Time Limits for
Imposition ofPFC Collection Before
Project Implementation (No
Corresponding Provision in NPRM)

This new section in the final rule sets
forth the standards and procedures
governing the loss of authority to impose
a PFC for failure to implement an
approved project. The NPRM included a
proposal requiring projects begin
implementation within 2 years after the
public agency's proposed cbarge
effective date, but it did not explicitly
provide for the consequences if a project
were not implemented.

Tbe final role provides for such
circumstances. The FAA also
determined that the final role should
address the duration of authority to
impose a PFC before a public agency
applies for approval to use PFC revenue
and implements a project. This ensures
that collections do not continue
indefinitely without PFC revenue being
put to use as contemplated in the
statute. Airport comments are generally
critical of the proposed 2-year
accumulation period. A number of
commenters propose that collection be
permitted up to 5 years. Some propose
initial authorization of up to 5 years
with periodic progress reports to
carriers and the FAA. The joint
submission recommends initial
authorization of 3 years with the
possibility of seeking B 2-year extension.
and even a 5-year extension. One major
airport suggests advance collection
should not have a set time limit. This
airport would allow the public agency to
schedule PFC imposition. accumulation
of revenue, and use of PFC revenue to
minimize financing costs. One industry
trade association proposes an even
shorter accumulation period.

The FAA determined that the 2 year
accumulation period may be insufficient
for major projects when a public agency
imposes a PFC during the planning and
formulation process. The final rule
permits initial accumulation for 3 years
before a public agency applies for
approval to u!!e PiC revenue. The public
agency may seek an extension of up to 2
years following an abbreviated
application process, but at the end or 5
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years. it must oegin project
implementation.

The PAA recognize" that the ability to
accumulate PFC revenue may ultimately
reduce total project financing costs by
reducing the amount.9 public agencies
need to borrow. However. advance
accumulation by its nature requires
passengers to pay for facilities that they
may nevel usc. There-fore, a lim.itton
accumulation. is appropriate.

The FAA believes that the three-plus·
two approach is a .reasonable. limit. Even
if 8 major project requires 10 years to
complete, the public agency should be
well slong in the planning process by
the third year and should have
prug):essed to the poin! of project
implementation by the fIfth year. In
addltion, this-approach has broad
support in the comments.

Under parag):apn (a), a public agency
may impose 8 PFC for up to 2 years after
receiving. approval to use PFC revenue
before if implements 8 profect. However,
if it had obtained prior authority to
impose a PFC. it must implement the
subsequently approved project no later
than 5 years after the charge effective
date. Thus, a public agency that
imposed a PFe and received- approval to
use B PEC 2- yearS" after imposition could
continue to impose a PEC for 2 more'
years before project implementa tion-a
total of. years. In contrast, a public
agency that did not're'ceive approval to'
use PFC revenue unt-il4 years after-it
began imposing a PFC could continue to
impose the·char8~ fOf"only 1more year
before project irnpfementation-a total
of 5 yea'fs.

n after 2 years (or 5. when
appropriate) when the public agency has
project approval and the Administrator
believ-es sufficient progress has not been
made toward project implementation,
the Administrator ...'ill begin termination
proceedings under subpart E. The use of
subpart E.procedures a-Ilows the public
agency to take corrective action and
should reduce, but will not eliminate.
bondholders" uncertainties. o:ver abrupt
termination. of aPFC revenue stream.

The FAA anticipates that in virtually
aU cases a;ising underparagraplr (a), the
matter would be Ilesolved through
informal resolution. llhe FAA does not
expeet that q.uestions of project
implementatic!m w0ulcl' progress to the
hearing slage.

Parag):aph (b) sets fortb the time limits
fan imposition of a PFC before approval
to use PFC revenue. The public agency
may collect for up to 31'e'ars before e:,,'1

application!or approval to spend FFC
revenue has been filed or a request for
an extension has been filed. under
§ 158.35. If an extension is authorized,
the public a8~ncymay continue. to

impose a PFe' for onlYJ 2 more years
unless it obtains approvaf to use PFe
revenue. At the end of 3 years without
an extension or project approval or 5
years without pI'oject approval and
implementation or-the proj'cc!, the
authority ro impose a PFC will expire
antomaticallyloo

In either cas.e, iUs doubtful that the
public agency would have succeeded in
obtainibg debt financing based on FFC
revenue without approval to use PFC
revenue on an approved.project
Therefore, the need to accommodate the
financial community's concerns over
sudden termination of PFC revenue
streams should be less of a concern. In
any event, the FAA.has a statutolW duty
to preyent excess collections. fu these
cimumstances, 811toma-tic.expiration
prevents the continued receipt of PFC
revenuP. by: the public agency without
expenditure for the purposes intended
by the statute.

The. fmal rule also provide. a
mechanism for stopping collection of a
PFC when authority has expired. The
public agency must provide' a list of
carriers operating at the airport and
other collecting earriers'remitting to the
airpor.t in the pre\ious 12 months~ The
FAA will notify these carriers of the
expiration and the carriers will
terminate collection within 30 days of
the FAA's notification.

FinaUy,parag):aph fe) provides that if
authorit}5- to impose a PEC has expi.-ooed.
the Administrator wHLnot grant new
approval tOlreimpose the PFC until the
pnoject has been.implemented. This
proovision will assure-public agencies are
not able to impose a PFC indefinitely by
filing successive applications for
authority to impose 8 PFC.

Section 158.35 Extension of Time To
Submit Applicotion To Use PFC
Revenue (No Corresponding Section in
NPRM)

This. section sets forth the procedures
for public agency requests for extension
of authority to impose PFC's before
receiving approval to use PFC revenue
and implementing an approved. project.
The final rule provides for a more
expedited local consuitation and FAA
review pro£ess' than is required for
initial approvals to impose a PFC or to
use PFC revenue.

Paragraph (8)) specifies that the' public
agenc.y must provide notice- in a local
newspaper at least 30 days before
submitting a request to the FAA and_
soliciting public comments. The notice
must include progress to date, a revised
schedule for obtaining project approval
nnd reasons for delay.

Following public comment, but at
leasI :;'20 days before the ch"'lle

expiration date, the public agency must
submit the request to the Administrafor
accompanied by the foUowing
infonnation: the information provided in
the local notice; a summary financial
report showing- PFC revenue already
collected plus mteresl and to be
collected during the extension and any
lucal funds expended for which
reimbursement will be sought; a
summary of any further consultation
with carriers operating at the airport;
and a summary of comments received in
response to the local notice.

The final rule'does not require further
consultation with carriers before the
requestis. submitted. The local notice
and comment process' will pro;vide
carriers with an opportunity to reg~&'l:er'

their views. In addition.· full consultation
is required before submitting the
application for authority to use PFC
revenue. However, a public agency may
always engage- in additional carI'ier
consultation if it so chooses. A swnmary
of such consultation must be included
'with the request..

The Administrator will approve the
application upon determining that the
agency has shown good cause for the
delay in applying for approval to use
PFC revenue; the revised schedule is
satisfactory; and further collections will
not result in excessive PFC revenue. The
Administrator will decide on the request

. and provide· written notice to the public
agency wi thin 90 days after the request
was received.

Section 158;3,7 Amendment of
Approved PFC (Proposed: Amendment
ofApproved PFq

Under the NPRM, a public agency
would have followed one of three
courses in requesting an amendment to
an approved PFC. If the public agency
wished to decrease the level of the PFC
without any appreciable change in the
nature or scope ofthe profect, no
consultation with air carriers and no
justification would have been required.
IT the amendment would have increased
the PFC level, resulted in an. incidental
change in the praject scope and
increased ilie amount of PFC reveoue
used en. the project by less than 15
percent. the public agency would. no I.
have been required to consult wHh air
carrier-s, but wculd have. been reqyired
to justify the amendment in \vriting to
the appropriate FAA Airports offi£:e.
~1.ore extensive amendments wouldf
have required consultation and any
other information requested 'by the
Administrator. The NPRM also- ~,oposed
that the· Administrator'! review process
would provide public notice and
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opportunity for comment only for the
most extensive category of amendments.

Comments: Over 20 commenters
responded to this proposal in the NPRM.
Although one finds the proposed
amendment rule to be acceptable. about
half of all commenters claim that it
would be too burdensome and time
consuming. Many add that the process
proposed would adversely affect bond
financing. unnecessarily delay projects,
and limit the flexibility that public
agencies need to deal with changing
circumstances during the course of a
project.

A number of commenters suggest that
the criteria that would have been used
to determine approval be spelled Qut,
and that the final rule provide
definitions of changes "incidental" to
the project or changes in the "scope" of
the project. Several ask that the
threshold for cost increases requiring
carrier consultation be raised from 15
percent. as was proposed, to 25 or 30
percent. Others suggest that no approval
be required for amendments Wlless the
carriers object. and some propose that
the rule require only notification to the
FAA and carriers upon 8 decision by a
public agency to amend a PFC-financed
project. One feels that there should be
no threshold below which carriers
consultation should r.ot be required.

Some commenters question whether
the FAA can initiate or require an
amendment to an approved PFC by a
public agency. Others express concern
that, should an application for an
amendment be disapproved, it not
adversely affect the original PFC. and
another proposes that there be an
appeal process in the event that an
application to amend is disapproved.
Only one commenter urges that the rule
specify a more expedi tious review and
approval process, to be completed in 30
to 45 days. Other comments suggest that
the FAA consider suspending imposition
of a PFC if the amendment is
inconsistent with the original project,
and that approval of an amendment be
categorically excluded under NEPA.

Final rule: The FAA understands that
most public agencies would like
additional flexibility to modify approved
projects, increase or decrease the PFC
level, and otherwise respond promptly
when financial or technical changes in a
project are necessary. The final rule
adopts a number of changes suggested
by commenters which liberalize the
requirements for obtaining an
amendment. The requirement for FAA
approval of an amendment is retained,
however, to help ensure that future PFC
revenue is used for eligible projects and
Llt.at the costs of a PFC·financed project
are limited to those which meet the

"reasonable and necessary" criteria in
the definition of allowable cost.

Under § 158.37(a) in the final rule, a
public agency may decrease the level of
PFC collected, decrease the total amount
of PFC collected, or increase the total
amount of PFC collected by 15 percent
or less by simply notifying the collection
carriers and the FAA in writing. Any
new charge resulting from a change in
the PFC level will be effective on the
first day of a month which is at least 60
days from the date of notification to the
carriers. For example. if the public
agency notifies the carriers on the fourth
of Augusl that the PFC will decrease
from $3 to $2, the effective date of that
change is the first of November.

If a public agency wishes to amend an
approved PFC project by increasing the
PFC level. the total amount of PFC
revenue collected by more than 15
percent, or by materially altering the
scope of the project, it is subject to
slightly more rigorous requirements. If
such is the case. the agency must
consult with air carriers and foreign air
carriers and provide the FAA with
written evidence of that consultation
and the justification for the requested
amendment. The Administrator may
also request additional information if
needed to fully evaluate the request.

If the carriers agree with the public
agency's requested amendment, it will
be effective 30 days after the FAA
receives the application, unless notified
otherwise. Any new charge resulting
from the amendment will be effective on
the first day of a month which is at least
60 days from the time of notification to
the carriers, as discussed above.

If the carriers disagree with the
requested amendment, the FAA will
review the information submitted.
including any reasons given by air
carriers for opposing the amendment.
The FAA will approve or disapprove
such requests within 120 days of receipt
of the application, allowing for such
consultation, public notice and
opportunity for comment as may be
appropriate.

The consultation and review
procedure outlined above will also
apply to any request for approval of a
new class of air carrier to be designated,
or modification of any previously
approved class, under § 158.11.

Although a nwnber of commenters
urge that amendments be automatically
approved, or that they be approved
unless the carriers object. the final rule
retains the option to disapprove an
amendment, even though the air carriers
may not oppose it. This is. in part, to
protect the interests of the passengers
who ultimately pay the PFC's to fund the
project. and, in part, to ensure that

project costs do not exceed what are
considered reasonable and necessary
for the accomplishment of the project.

The statute establishes the authority
for the Secretary of Transportation,
through the FAA, to approve or
disapprove the imposition of PFC's and
the use of PFC revenue; approval or
disapproval of a subsequent amendment
is simply an extension of that authority.

The final rule establishes no specific
requirements regarding environmental,
ALP or airspace studies solely related to
an application to amend an approved
PFC or PFC-financed project. This is
largely due to distinction between
approval to use PFC revenue to pay the
estimated costs of a specific project and
approval to use more or less revenue to
cover the actual costs of that project.
Such 8..YJlendments would almost always
be within the scope of the project as it
was defined in earlier studies. If the
amendment would put the project
outside the scope of that definition, or
constitute an essentially new project,
the appropriate NEPA reviews. as well
as other studies, would be mandated.

The fillal rule does not refer 10
"incidental" changes to the project, but
it retains the concept, suggested in the
comments, of materially altering the
project "scope." This term, although it
may be insufficiently precise for some,
is suggested by the joint industry
cmr..menters who would be most likely
to be involved in any dispute arising
over a proposed amendment. In
addition. the FAA intends to apply a
standard to this term which would
include a quantitative increase in the
project (e.g.• increasing the length of a
PFC·fmanced taxiway). but would not
include amending an approved taxiway
construction project to allow extension
of a runway. Such changes would
require that the additional project be
included in a previously approved
application to use PFC revenue, or that
it be the subject of a newly filed
application to use PFC revenue.

The final rule provides no specific
appeal procedure for a public agency in
the event an application for amendment,
or an original application, is
disapproved. The agency may, of course.
refile an application at any time. The
disapproval of an application for
amendment will not affect the validity
of any previous PFC-related approval. In
addition, the final rule does not provide
that disapproval of an application for an
amendment result in suspension of
authority to impose an approved PFC.
Provisions for termination of that
authority are provided in subpart E of
the final rule in the event that such a
course of action is necessary. .
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Sectian 158.39' Use ofExcess PFC
Revenue (Proposed: Use of Excess PFC
Revenue)

Because this section'was geared
toward concUITentapprovals for
imposing a PFC and using-PFC revenue,
it provided only for the use' of excess
revenue after receipt of approved PFC
amounts. Accordingly, itp!'Oposed to
require public agencies to notify carriers
to stop collecting.when PFC revenue
equalled the amount of total Pi'€
revenue approved. fu addition, it
specified that anyexees! reverruc be
reserved for future eligihle projects.
However, it did not provide a
mechanism to assure that the excess
revenue were used as- required.

Comments: The comments generally
support the NPRM's approach, although
they note some concerns. A number of
airport operators are concerned that
tying the requirement to'stop collecting
PFC's to the amount of approved PFC
revenue did not allow for incorrect
prediction of estimated' project costs. In
addition, some commenters express
concern that the proposed mle did not
explicitly provide for the use of!'FC
revenue required" to meet debt coverage
req1rirements over and above pay'1l1.ents
of principal and interest.

Commenters, inclading the joint
submission, also suggest that excess
PFC revenue be used to retire e~isting

PPC-backed bonds or to issue new
bonds.

Other comments propose additional
related uses for excess PFC revenue
such as applying the e-xcess revenue to
the Federal share of projects undertaken
by the public agency or distributing the
excess to general aviation, small bub
and non-hub commercial airports under
AlP Connul•.

One commenter. proposes that excess
revenue be heldin reserve without
penalty or termination.

Final rule: The final role define.
excess revenue in terms of appro-ved
PFC amounts in § 158.31, as described
abo~e, and in a revision to the l\."1'R.\rf
1:mguage on use of excess revenue.
Under § 158;31, the' duration of authority
to impose is tied to receipt of PFC
revenue equal to allowable costs, not
total approved PFC.rever.ue. Excess
revenue is now defined in §-1-58;33 as
revenue, plus aCGumulated interest
thereon, exceeding allowable project
costs. When revenue collected to satisfy
bond coverage requirements creates
excess revenue, that revenue may be
used for approved projects.

A new paragraph (c) provides for the
use of aCClUllulated. revenue received
hefore authority to impose a PFC lapsed
due to failure to implement an approv-ed

project. In any case, excess PFC revenue
must be used on approved projects,
including retirement of existing PFC~

financed deht.
Under new paragraph (d), the public

agency must. within 30-d"ays.after
authority to impose the PFC has
terminated or expired. present to the
FAA a plan for using unspent PFC
revenue. If the public agency does-not
present the plan, or the· plan is
tmacceptahre, the Administrator ",;Il
start· proceedings to offset AlP
entitlement funds under lIUbpatt E. The
PFC statute authorizes offset of AIP
entitl'ement funds as one means to cure
excess collections. Under this provision,
PFC revenue cannot he held indefmitely
without penalty. To pemlit a public
agem:y to do, so woultl be contrary to the
statutory intention that PFC revenue be
applied to projects that enhance the
safety, capacity, securit,y, and
competitiveness of the national air
transportation system or that mitigate
adverse noise effects of airport
operation. The final rule does not
provide for use of excess PFCrevenue
as part of the Federal share of specific
grant-eligible projects or for
redistrihution to other airports. PFC
revenues are local funds, not Federal
funds. The FAA can find no basis in the
statute for distributing them to other
airports or for applying them to the
Federal share of specific AlP projects.
However, as discussed) above, the FAA
will start proceedings to offset
apportioned Federal financial assistance
as provided by the statut" if the puhlic
agency does not commit to using the
accumulated PFC revenue.

Subpart C

Subpar.t C specifies requirements for
providing notice of the imposition of
PFC's, and for collecting, handling and
remitting PFe·s. This subpart has been
designed to allow as much fleXibility as
possible to the public agencies and the
air carriers and foreign alI' cs::'riers vlhile
still maintaining adequate pr.otection for
each party involved.

Section 158.43 Public Agency
Notificalion To Collect PFC's (Proposed:
Public Agency Notification To Air
Carriers and Foreign Air Carriers)

As proposed, this.section would have
required each public agency that had
been granted authority to impose a PFC
to give written notice to the carriers and
foreign air corriers operating at the
airport The carriers would then he
responsible" Cor notifying their agents,
including other issuing carriers, of the
requirement to collect and the effective
date to hegin collection. As proposed,
the effective date of the PFC would be

"no soenel than 30 days after.
notificalion.

Comments: Commenters suggest all
notices of approvaf to impose PFC's
appear in the Federal Register. These
commenters also want some prevision
for notification for any subsequent
amendment to the amount of PPC
collecteli Commenters suggest that the
public agency be required to give more
than an "estimated" charge expiration
da1e, because public agencies would be
unable fo forecast the exact date to stop
collecting the PFC. Some commeoters,
including the joint submiSSion, also
want the FAA to set up and maintain a
PFC clearinghouse andpuhlislt a
monthly report that would list any PFC's
approved in that month and any
rerev-ant EAS informa1ion. Travel agents
note the absence of specific
requirementafor notifying the CRS
vendors or travel agents, end suggest
that FAA provide a mecharJsm for such
notification.

Final rule: Under the final rule, those
carriers required to collect the PFC are
provided notice ofcollection levels, the
total revenue to be collected and the
charge effective date. This date must be
at least 60 days from the date the puhlic
agency notifies the-camers and must be
on the first day of a month. This should
provide sufficient time for carriers to
arrange collection procedures.

A public agency must notify the
carriers required to collect L.'le PFC of
any amendment to the total amount of
PFC revenue being colleeted or the level
of PFC imposed, and the word
"proposed" has been added to
"expiration date" to recognize· that this
date is proposed. Each carrier will be
responsible for notifying its agents~

including travel agents.

Section 158;45 Collection ofPFC's on
Tickets Issued in the United States
(Proposed: Collection ofPFC's)

This section as proposed
contemplated that the is.suing carrier.
upon notification. would be required to
callect a PFC on all air travel tickets
sold on or after the charge effective
date. The ticket would be required to
show the PFC imposed at eacit airport
and the total PFC paid hy each
passenger. A1s require.d by statute. no
PFC's would be coHected after the
passenger has paid two charges on a
on~way trip (or two in each direction of
a round trill) snd no PFC may he
collected when the passenger is being
provided air sendee for which essential
air ser....ice (EAS) compensa tion is being
paid. The NPRM also stipulated a PFC
could not be coliected when a
passenger's travel to an airport charging
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a PFC is the result of an involuntary
change in 8 passenger's itinerary. All
PFC's would be collected and remitted
by the issuing carrier 88 noted on the
ticke~ thus eliminating the need for
interline settlements.

Comments: The issue drawing the
most attention in the comments was the
determination of one-way and round
trips for the purpose of determining
which airports in a passenger's itinerary
are entitled to receive PFC revenue. The
joint submission recommends that PFC's
only be collected at the first four
airports where PFC's are imposed
without regard to whether the itinerary
was 8 round trip. They argue this is the
simplest and least expensive way for
the carriers to redesign their systems,
and would also be the least confusing to
passengers. Recognizing that statutory
requirements could prevent the adoption
of this proposal. the joint submission
offers an alternative under which the
PFC would be assessed at the first two
airports and the last two airports on a
passenger's itinerary at which a PFC is
being imposed. Although the second
alternative presented is more costly
than the first, the joint submission
supports the adoption of either of these
alternatives.

Most commenters agree with the
NPRM that, in the event of an
involuntary change in a passenger's
itinerary not requested by the
passenger, the PFC's should be remitted
to the airports on the original ticket
itinerary. Conversely, for voluntary
changes requested by the passenger, the
commenters support assessing the PFC.
However, they recommend limiting
refunds or new PFC's to those cases in
which there is an adjustment made to
the amount paid by the passenger.

Another major issue was the
treatment of foreign carriers. The
comments from individual foreign
carriers and from lATA request that
foreign carriers be exempt from
collecting and remitting PFC's.
Commenters indicate that some
countries prohibit the collection of
foreign taxes. The PFC, they contend,
would be considered such a tax. (While
carriers already routinely collect
customs service inspection fees, the
airline ticket tax, and other such
charges, thege commenters claim this is
done on a ''voluntary'' basis.)

Some comments from individual
airports indicate that there should be a
penalty for carriers that refuse to collect
or remit PFC's.

Final rule: The first change is in the
title. Because of the comments received
on the treatment of foreign air carriers
and on tickets issued outside the U.S.,
the flnal rule addresses these issues in

two different sections. Upon notification
by the public agency, the collecting
carriers will be required to collect PFC's
on all tickets issued in t1;e U.S. on or
after the charge effective date. The
appropriate charge is the PFC in effect
at the time the ticket is issued.

The PFC's collected will reflect a
passenger's itinerary at the time of
issuance. Any changes in itinerary
initiated by a passenger that require an
adjustment to the amount paid by the
passenger are subject to collection or
refund of PFC's.

Each air travel ticket must show the
total amount paid by the passenger for
PFC's and each airport for which the
PFC is collected. For each one-way trip,
a PFC may only be collected for the first
two airports where PFC's are imposed.
For each round trip, a PFC will be
collected only for enplanements at the
first two airports and the last two
enplaning airports where PFC's are
imposed. This assures that PFC's will be
collected from passengers on both
directions of a round trip and not more
than four cbarges will be made.

The rule requires tbat no PFC can be
collected from a passenger on any flight
to an eligible point on an air carrier that
receives essential air service
compensation on that route.

Carriers and their agents must stop
collecting PFC's on the charge expiration
date that is specified in a notice from
the public agency or as required by the
Administrator.

The FAA has not included in this
section any penalties for carriers for
non-collection of PFC's. However,
carriers are subject to the same
penalties for violations of this rule as for
any other violation of FAA regulations.

Section 158.47 Collection ofPPC's on
Tickets Issued Outside the u.s.
(Proposed: No Previous Section)

This is a new section of the rule,
created in response to the comments
received from individual foreign carriers
and from lATA requesting special
treatment for foreign carriers.

No foreign air carrier is required to
collect a PFC on tickets written on its
own imprinted ticket stock unless it
serves a point or points in the U.S.
Under this section, an air carrier or
foreign air carrier that issues tickets
outside the U.S. has three alternatives.
(1) It may follow the procedures for
tickets sold in the U.S. as set forth in
§ 158.45. (2) It may collect the PFC's for
the passenger's U.S. departure gateway
at the time of ticket issuance outside the
U.S.; or (3) It may collect the PFC from
the passenger at the time the passenger
is iast enplaned in the U.S. Foreign and
domestic carriers are given equal

flexibility for tickets issued outside the
U.S.

If a carrier chooses not to follow the
procedures in § 158.45, it is only
required to collect PFC's for public
agencies controlling the last airport at
which the passenger is enplaned prior to
departure from the U.S. Some
commenters complain that foreign air
carrier. would be unable to keep track
of different PFC levels and imposing
airports. However, the FAA believes
that no such burden exists at an airport
directly served by the carrier. Whenever
the PFC is collected, the collecting
carrier must give a written indication,
but not necessarily printed on the ticket,
that such PFC has been paid. The same
procedures discussed in § 158.45
concerning changes in itinerary initiated
by a passenger are also applicable in
this section.

Those air carriers and foreign air
carriers that elect to collect the PFC at
the time of issuance are not required to
make separate provision to collect PFC's
at the airport for tickets sold by other air
carriers or foreign air carriers or the
agents of such carriers. While this will
reduce PFC revenue received by the
passenger's departure airport, the FAA
believes it is not reasonable to require
carriers to establish two different PFC
collection systems. Those carriers that
collect the PFC at the gateway airport
must examine the ticket of each
enplaning passenger and collect the PFC
from any passenger whose ticket does
not indicate that the PFC was collected
at the time of issuance. As in § 158.45,
collecled PFC's shall be distributed as
indicated to the passenger, and
collecting carriers and their agents shall
stop collecting the PFC on the charge
expiration date included in a notice from
the public agency or the Administrator.

Section 158.49 Handling ofPPC's.
(Proposed § 158.47)

The NPRM proposed that each air
carrier and foreign air carrier
responsible for collecting PFC's would
be required to account for PFC charges
separately in accordance with Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP).

Comments: Many of the comments
indicate tha~ using GAAP is
inappropriate; that GAAP is for the
presentation of information in fmandal
statements and not for accounting
purposes. Instead the commenters
recommend that the FAA require only
that carriers maintain a financial
management system that establishes
accountability of the funds.

Other comments on this section focu9
on how carriers should treat the funds
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they collect for the public agencies
before remittance. Several individual
airports urge the FAA to require carriers
to establish separate escrow accounts in
whicb to hold PFC revenue pending
remittance to the public agency. Bond
fating agencies and other financial
entities ask the FAA to regulate the type
of investment instruments in which the
air carriers and foreign air carriers could
invest PFC revenue. These commenters
express concern that the holders of
bonds backed by PFC revenue would
not be protected if the carriers could
invest in high-risk, high yield
investments. and suggest that all PFC
revenue be aggregated in separate trust
accounts with strict stipulations on the
type of investments allowed. These
commenters are particularly concerned
that, in the event of a carrier's
bankruptcy, PFC revenue would become
subject to bankruptcy proceedings and
the public agency would be denied
access to the funds. Individual carriers,
on the other hand, indicate that such an
accounting system would be an
unnecessary and expensive
administrative burden.

The joint submission suggests that the
carriers: (lJ Be allowed to commingle

. PFC revenue with other revenue but
treat PFC's as trust assets of the public
agencies in which the carriers hold only
a possessory interest and not an
equitable interest; (2) be required to
disclose the existence and amount of
funds subject to the PFC trust in'any
financial statements; and (3) be required
to place PFC revenue in a separate trust
fund promptly if the carrier misses a
payment or payments to the public
agency without a satisfactory
justification to the Secretary. The joint
submission also suggests that the
Secretary may decide that it is sufficient
to issue a notice to the carrier to remit
the revenue promptly and meet future
payment deadlines or face further
action.

Final rule: Instead of'requiring the use
of Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles, the final rule provides that
collecting carriers must maintain their
financial management systems in
accordance with the Department of
Transportation's Unifonn System of
Accounts and Reports, which are
contained in 14 CFR part 241. Those
carriers not 8ubject to Part 241 must
establish and maintain an accounts
payable system to handle the PFC
revenue.

The FAA adopted the commenters'
suggestion on how to handle the PFC
revenue between collection and
remittance. The rnle allows the carriers
to commingle the PFC revenue with

other sources of revenue, but the
carrjers must regard the PFC revenue as
trust funds held for the beneficial
interest of the public agencies imposing
the PFC. This is revenue in which the
caniers hold only a possessory and not
an equitable interest. The carriers must
also disclose the existence and amount
of these funds subject to the PFC trust in
any financial statements. The final rule
does not impose investment
requirements on PFC revenue. Such a
requirement would interject the Federal
Government too deeply into
management of local funds. Moreover,
the final rule provides for additional
'carrier compensation. thus reducing the
likelihood of carriers investing PFC
revenue in risky high yield investments.

Section 158.51 Remittance ofPFC·s.
(Proposed: § 158.49)

The NPRM proposed that revenue
collected by the issuing can-ier or its
agent within the first 15 days of a month
would be remitted by the fifteenth day
of the following month. Revenue
collected within the second half of the
month would be remitted by the end of
the following month. Thus, an air carrier
would be allowed to retain the PFC
revenue for a maximum of 45 days and
funds would be remitted to the public
agency twice a month.

Comments: Overwhelmingly, .
commenters think such remit1ance is
excessive and overly burdensome. Some
individual airports support: twice
monthly remittance and some individual
carriers suggest quarterly remittance.
The joint submission recommends
monthly remittance, 30 days after the
end of the month in which the PFC was
collected.

Final rule: The carriers shall submit
the PFC revenue to the public agency on
a monthly basis no later than the last
day of the following calendar month.

Section 158.53 Collection
Compensation

The NPRM provided for carriers to
retain any interest they may earn on- 
PFC revenue from time of collection to
time of remittance 88 compensation for
the administrative costs associated with
collecting, handling. and remitting PFC·s.

Comments: Most can-iers claim that
the float, expected to be about $0.03 per
PFC, is inadequate to cover their
expected costs. Although total cost
figures differed, they reflect a carrier's
level of automation for administrative
and accounting processes, with the most
automated carriers incurring the greatest
start-up costs but lesser on·going costs.
Each carrier commenting on this issue
submitted statements that costs could
not be recovered by the float mechanism

alone. Of the comments submitted by
the carriers, the FAA received varying
amounts of information on how the
carriers estimated the costs of the PFC
program. In particular. the FAA notes
that no useful data was received from
foreign carriers to support their claim
that their costs are higher than those of
U.S. carriers, or, indeed, to give any'
indication of what their costs might be.
In the absence of such data, and without
any other basis for a different
conclusion. the FAA concludes that the
cost of PFC collection is likely to be
similar among carriers of similar size
and levels of automation. Accordingly,
the agency further concludes that there
is no basis to believe that such costs
would significantly alter the average of
reasonable and necessary costs, which
must be the basis of any uniform charge
under the statute. Some of the individual
airports comment that the float should
be adequate to cover the administrative
costs of PFC's. The joint submission
agrees that the float' would not be
adequate compensation but could not
agree on or recommend an appropriate
level of compensation.

Final rule: The quantitative data
submitted to the docket was examined
to determine the average necessary and
reasonable costs necessary to
compensate the industry. The FAA also
attempted to adjust the carriers' cost
estimates to reflect the requirements of
the final rule. The data reveal variation
from carrier to carrier. For example,
carriers with the most complete
automation of the ticketing and revenue
accounting functions generally projected
higher start-up costs than those with
less automation. However, the operating
costs of the more fully automated
carriers are projected to be lower.

The statute requires collection
compensation to reflect carriers' average
costs. By definition, such an average
cost figure will not fully reflect all of the
variation among individual carriers.
However. the FAA has carefully
reviewed the data available and is .
satisfied that collection compensation
provided in the final rule is 8 reasonable
assessment Of carriers' average costs
based on that dal In addition to
retaining the interest it may eam on PFC
revenue from time of collection to time
of remittance, the collecting carrier will
be entitled to retain $0.12 of each PFC
remitted on or before June 28, 1994.
Thereafter. air carriers will be entitled
to retain $0.08 of each PFC. The higher
compensation in the early years of the
program is intended to allow carriers to
recoup start-up costs in a more timely
fashion. The FAA encourages
cooperative efforts among
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representatives of airpo!'t.s and air
carriers to ascertain any future need for
changes to this compensation level. We
are particularly interested in method3
for determining the appropriate fee
without extensive ratemaking~typc

analysis by the FAA.

SubpartD

Subpart D specifies requiremGnts for
reporting, recordkeeping and auditing by
the collecting carrier and the public
agency. This subpart has been revised to
minimize requirements while providing
adequate information to protect each
party.

Section 158.63 Reporting
Requirements: Public Agency

As proposed. this section would have
re~uired each public agency to report
within 30 days of work beginning on a
project and any substantial deviation
from the estimated project schedule. It
also proposed reporting costs Bod the
agency's proposed corrective action. 60
days advance notice of project
completion and receipt of 90% of total
PFC revenue.

Comments: A number of commenters
state it is impossible to know precisely
60 days in advance when project
completion would occur and want the
FA..'\ to define "substantial deviation
from the estimated project schedule."
Many comments, Lqcluding the joint
submission. claim the reporting
requirements are burdensome and
recommend public agencies be required
instead to submit regular progress
reports or quarterly reports to the
earners. Two commenters recommend
the public agency report any changes in
its aircraft o""rating rules as they apply
to the use of Stage 2 equipment. The
later is a reference to requirements in
the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of
1.990 to local restrictions on the
operation of Stage 2 and Stage 3 aircraft.
See the FAA's NPRM {56 FR 8644;
February 28, 1991}.

Final rule: The public agency wH!
provide quarterly reports to carriers
collecting PFC's for the public agency,
with a copy submitted to the appropriate
FAA Airports office. The report will
include PFC revenue received from
collecting carriers. interest and
expenditures for the quarter and
cumulatively. current project schedule
and the amount committed for use on
projects already approved. The
commenters believe the quarterly repol·t
will provide the carriers and the FAA
with the sufficient information for
oversight of PFC revenue. This section
also includes a new requirement for
airports enplaning 0.25 percent or more
of the total annual enplanements. The

public agency controlling such an airport
must provide FAA with an estimate of
PFC revenue to be collected in the next
fiscal year. This must be done by August
1st of each year, 80 the FAA can
determine the reduction in AlP
apportionment levels for these airports
for the subsequent fiscal year.

This section does not require the
public agency to report any changes in
its aircraft operation rules 8S they apply
to the use of Stage 2 equipment. This
would be a burdensome requirement;
only those actions not in compliance
with 9307 end 9304(e} of the Airport
Noise and Capacity Act (ANCA) would
affect imposition of the PFC. A£, noted
above, the FAA has proposed
regulations to implement the ANCA,
including actions necessary to counter
illegal restrictions.

Section 158.65 Reporting
Requirements: Collecting Carrier.
(Proposed: Reporting Requirements:
Issuing Carrier)

As proposed. this section would have
required each issuing canier conecting
PFC's for a pubiic agency to file
quarterly reports to the public agency,
unless otherwise agreed. The reports are
to provide an accounting of funds
collected and funds remitted to the
public agency. The reports were to
identify. by airport and air carrier, the
total passengers enplaned, the
passengers exempt from colleenon
because of the E.'\.S Ihllitation (§ 158.9),
limitations per one·way trip (§ 156.11),
limitations regarding involuntary change
in itinerary. and the number who were
exempt due to purchase of tickets before
the charge effective date. The report
was also to identify any PFC's collected
and remitted, but subsequently refunded
to passengers due to changes in
itinerary initiated by passengers.

Comments: Most commenters support
the concept of quarterly reports. but
several recommend monthly·reports to
accompany remittance of PFC revenue
to the public agency. A number of
commenters state the report needs to
show only the amount of PFC-s .
collected, the amount refunded, and the
amount reimbursed. Carriers state that it
would be nearly impossible to reconcile
monthly passenger enplanements and
revenue. One carrier states that only by
collecting itinerary infonnation from all
passengers would a carrier be able to
identify the enplaned passengers
exempt from the PFC, and tha I, today,
carriers collect complete itinerary data
for only 10 percent of passenger
itineraries. Some conunenters
recommend relaxed requirements for
foreign carriers. and others recommend

an annual report for carriers carrying a
limited number of PFC passengers.

Final rule: The reporting requirement
has been simplified. Unless otherwise
agreed to by the collecting carrier and
the public agency. reports will be
required to include the collecting carrier
and airport involved. the total PFC
revenue collected. the total amount of
PFC revenue refunded to passengers.
and the amount of revenue withheld by
colieeting carriers from the 12-cent or a
cent fee for compensation and the total
amount remitted to the public agency.
The carrier does not have to report
earnings from interest gained on PFe
revenue between collection and
remittance to the public agency. The
FAA believes that the revised reporting
requirements are not burdensome. will
provide public agencies with necessary
information in a timely fashion, and
should be required of all carriers
collecting a PFC.

Section 158.67 Recordkeeping and
Auditing: Public Agency

As proposed, this section would have
required that each public agency keep
unliquidated PFC revenue on deposit in
an interest-bearing account. Revenue
and interest earned was- to be used to
pay the allowable costs of the PFC
funded project. The public agency would
have been required to establish and
maintain for each approved applica.tion.
a separate accounting record including
revenue received and amounts
expended on the project. Each public
agency would have been required to
provide for an independent audit at
least annually of each project.

Comments: A munber of commenters
state lhat while airports should be
required to account for PFC revenue
separately, they should not be required
to segregate those revenue in separate
accounts. The consensus of comments is
that it would be unnecessarily onerous
to require independent audits for each
PFC funded project. Many commenters
believe the auditing requirements are
too burdensome and costly and
recommend that the public agency be
allowed to provide for an audit under
the Single Agency Audit Act as used for
AIP projects, allowing for a combined
audit for all PFC projects at the airport.
Public agencies also want to recover
auditing costs of PFC revenue 8S a part
of the project cost. One coromenter
questions the purpose for requiring the
public agency to provide copies of its
audits to air carriers upon request. A
number of commenters request that the
term "unliquidated PFC revenue" be
defined.
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Final rule: The final rule continues the
requirement to keep any unliquidated
PFC revenue on deposit in an intere8t~

bearing account, but adds that it may be
deposited in other interest-bearing
investment instruments used by the
public agency's airport capital fund.
Thus, PFC revenue may be commingled
with other public agency airport capital
funds. While a segregated PFC account
is not required by the rule, aD amount
equal to the PFC revenue remitted by
carriers Bnd any interest earned must be
retained in aD airport's capital account
until used on an approved project.

The auditing requirements in the final
rule have been reduced to limit the cost
while still ensuring tbat the public
agency adequately protect PFC revenue.
The audit shali be performed by en
accredited independent public
accountant who shall express an
opinion of the fairness and
reasonableness of the public agency's
procedures for receiving. holding and
using PFC revenue, and shall express an
opinion on whether the quarterly reports
required in § 158.63 fairly represent the
net transactions within the PFC account.
As requested by a number of
commenters. public agencies can
provide for an audit under the Single
Agency Audit Act as used for AlP
projects, as long a8 PFC projects are
specifically addressed by the auditor.

The rule continues to require that
public agencies provide copies of their
audits to air carriers upon request and
to provide carriers with the assurance
tbat the funds they collect for the public
agency are being properly used and
adequately accounted for. Air carriers
must also provide public agencies with a
copy of their audits upon request. Public
agencies can recover auditing costs of
PFC revenue as a part of the allowable
project cost. The term "unliquidated PFC
revenue" has been defined in subpart A.

Section 158.69 Recorrlkeeping and
Auditing: Collecting Carrier (Proposed:
Recordkeeping and auditing: Issuing
Carrier)

As proposed. this section would have
required that issuing carriers establish
and maintain for each public agency for
which they collect a PFC an accounting
record of PFC revenue collected,
remitted and refunded. The accounting
record was to identify the airport and
carriers on which passengers were
enplaned at the airport. Carriers were
required to provide an independent
audit of the PFC account annually and
provide copies to each public agency
upon request.

Comments: Carriers comments
recommend that the amount of PFC
revenue collected be recorded by airport

and not include enplanement data by
airline. A few commenters recommend
allowing earners to aggregate aU airport
accounts with fewer than 100
passengers per year into a single
account. The general consensus of the
carriers' request on audits is that the
requirement be limited to focusing on
whether the proper procedures are in
place to ensure that the best effort is
made to remit and report the fees due. A
number of commenters object to the
requirement for annual independent
audits. because it would require a
significant amount of work and expense.
They recommend that the audit cover
the PFC account of the carrier and not
be a separate audit for each public
agency for which the carrier collects a
PFC. Smaller carriers and foreign
carriers seek relaxed audit standards,
with foreign carriers stating that the
audit requirement would be difficult to
enforce outside the U.S.

Finol role: Both recordkeeping and
audit requirements have been revised as
a result of the comments. All carriers
are required to establish and maintain
for eacb public agency for which they
collect a PFe an accounting record of
PFC revenue collected. remitted, and
refw1ded, Bnd the compensation
retained from the 12-cent or 8-cent fee.
As recommended in the comments, the
record must identify the airport at which
a passenger actually enplanes but there
is no requirement to identify the carrier
transporting the passenger.

The rule requires that a procedural
nudit be performed by an accredited
independent public accountant who
shall express an opinion of fairness and
reasonableness of the carrier's process
for accounting, coliecting, holding, and
remitting PFC revenue. The opinion
would also address whether the
quarterly reports required in § 158.65
fairly represent the net transactions of
the PFC account. The audit is for the
PPC account of the carrier; the rule does
not require 8 separate audit for each
public agency for which the carrier
coliects a PFe. The audit would only
apply to PFC revenue once It has been
paid to the carrier, eithe.r by the
passenger or by aD agent of the carrier.
The rule does not require carriers with
fewer than 50,000 PFC passengers a year
to perfonn an audit, because the cost of
the audit could exceed the carrier's
collection fee. In those cases where an
audit may be necessary for those
carriers not providing an audit, it would
be performed by the Administrator, the
SecretaI)', or the Comptroller General as
provided in § 158.71. Upon request a
copy of the audit must be provided to
the public agency for which a PFC is
collected.

Section 158.71 Federal oversight
(Proposed: Federal Recordkeeping and
Auditing Oversight)

As proposed, this section provided for
periodic audit and!or review of the
collection and remittance of PFC
revenue by caITiers and of the use of
PFC revenue by public agencies. Audits
and reviews could be performed by the
Administrator. the Secretary, or the
Comptroller General to ensure
compliance with this regulation.

Comments: Commente,rs generally did
not object to the proposed requirements
in the NPRM. One airport comments that
any requirement beyond an independent
audit is an inefficient use of government
and industry resources.

Final rule: The role retains the
requirements in the NPRM. providing for
periodic review and/or audit of both the
public agency and the carriers. While
the FAA expects to rely primarily on the
audits performed for the air carrier and
public agency. the statute calis for direct
Federal audit and review. This provision
is particularly important since carriers
collecting less than 5O,()()() PFC's
annually are not required to provide for
an independent audit.

SubpartE

Subpart E provides for termination of
PFC authority when the Secretary
determines revenue is not being used in
accordance with this regulation. It also
allows for a reduction in a public
agency's AlP funds to ensure
compliance with this regulation.

Section 158.83 Informal resolution
(New Section)

The NPRM proposed that the
Administrator may enter into informal
resolution with the public agency if,
after review under 1158.71, there were
concerns that PFC revenue was not
being used in accordance with this
regulation or with section 1113(e) of the
FA Act. Under the final rule informal
resolution will be attempted in each
case.

Comments: Carrier comments
generally support the proposed
tennination process but a number of
commenters from airports and financial
institutions express concern about the
Administrator's ability to terminate PFC
collection. According to the commenters.
the ability to terminate could complicate
the use of bonds backed by PFC
revenue. These comments claim the
perceived risk of termination would
require bonds to be issued at higher
rates of interest. Commenters
recommend limiting the ability of th.
Administrator to terminate PFC's,
including a requirement of informal
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resolution, before a more formal process
is instituted.

Final rule: The final rule requires the
Administratar undertake informal
resolutian with the public agency to
attempt to solve any concerns before a
formal process is begun. Other changes
in the tennination procedure made in
response to public agency and financial
market concerns are discussed below.

Section 158.85 Termination of
Autharity Ta Impase PFC's (Prapased
§158.83)

H informal resolution WS9 not·
successful, the NPRl\.1 proposed a
process to begin proceedings to
termiMte PFC authority. The
Administrator was required to publish a
Dotice of proposed termination in the
Federal Register, including the basis far
the proposed action. and aoy corrective
action the public agency could take. The
proposed date for comments and
corrective action would have been 30
days after the netice. If requested by the
public agency, a hearing would have
been held prior to the Administrator's
final decision. The Administrator would
then publish a notice of the final
decision in the Federal Register. The
decision could be to terminate the
authority to impose a PFC in whole or in
part or to allow full continued authority.

Camments: Airports and financial
institutions are concerned with the
uncertainty associated with FAA's
unilateral ability to terminate PFC
authority. Airports state that the
uncertainty would result in greater debt
coste, ultimately resulting in higher
project costs. Representatives of the
fmancial community question the ability
to finance a bond if PFC authority is
terminated.. These commenters argue
that contL'Iuity of PFC revenue pledged
against debt service is essential, and
termination should occur only after all
other courses of action have been
exhausted including AlP offsel. If
termination is required, it should come
only after informal resolution as well as
a public hearing, with specific time
frames for each step of the process.
Some commenters suggest PFC authority
should not be terminated if PFC revenue
is pledged to a bond until the bond is
liquidated. Some commenters
recommend disapproval of future
amendments or authority to impose new
PFC's rather than terminetion. A nwnber
of commenters also recommended this
section include termination for violation
of sections 9304(e) 8.nd 9307 of the
Airport Noise and Capacity Act.

Final rule: The final rule retains the
Administrator's ability to terminate PFC
authority. This authority is provided for
in the statute. However, the process has

been reVised significantly to assure all
parties that every effort would be made
to resolve a problem before formal
termination. A process that will last a
minimum of 130 days is required before
the Administrator can terminate PFC
authority. In addition to a mandatory
attempt at informal resolution as
provided in § 158.83, the rule conlinues
to require the Administrator to publish a
notice of proposed termination, but
allows for no less than 60 days rather
than 30 for corrective action. If
corrective action is not taken. the
Administrator will provide the public
agency with an opportunity to be heard.
This hearing will be in a form and
manner appropriate to the
circumstances. and will occur after at
least 30 days following a second notice
in the Federal Register. The
Administrator will then publish a third
notice in the Federal Register of the frnal
decision, and any prescribed corrective
action that is still possible. If corrective
action is still possible, the public agency
will also have an additional 30 days to
take the corrective action before the
Administrator notifies carriers to
discontinue collection.

The rule has not adopted the
recommendation that a public agency be
permitted to continue to receive PFC
revenue in violation of this regulation if
it has pledged the PFC revenue to bond
payments. The FAA believes that it is
inappropriate for the passenger, rather
than the bond holder, to incur the risk
for the bond. Moreover, the public
agency's choice of 8 method for
financing 0. project cannot be a basis for
limiting that agency's duty to carry out
the requirements of the statute.

Sectian 158.87 Loss ofFederal Airpart
Grant Funds (Prapased: § 158.85)

As proposed. this section would have
allowed the Administrator to reduce the
public agency's AlP funds if PFC
collection were excessive or if PFC
revenue were not being used as
approved.

Comments: As discussed earlier,
many commenters believe AIP funds
should be reduced rather than allow the
Administrator to terminate PFC
authority. An industry group commented
that FAA should not be able to reduve
future AlP funds without a public
hearing.

Final rule: The final rule retains the
Administrator's ability to offset AlP
funds if PFC revenue are not used
a.ppropriately rather than terminate PFC
authority. However. the FAA does not
believe the ability to reduce AIP funds
alone in place of termination would be
adequate. PFC revenue could greatly
exceed AlP funds. reducing the

incentive for a" public agency to take
corrective action. In addition. the
Administrator may have to wait for up
to a year to reduce any AlP funds if the
airport has already received its funds
for the year. The statute. and therefore
this rule, does not require a public
healing before such AlP offsel.
However, the public agency is likely to
have had a hearing through the
tert:lination process.

SubpartF

Subpart F specifies how funds
apportioned under the Airport
Improvement Program would be reduced
to public agencies controlling certain
large and medium airports imposing a
PPC, and the procedure for
implementing such reductions.

Section 158.93 Public Agencies Subject
To Reduction

Section 9111 of the statute requires
that funds apportioned under Section
507(a)(I) of the Airport and Airway
Improvement Act of 1982, be reduced at
commercial service airports imposing a
PFC and enplaning 0.25 percent or more
of total annual enpla."1ements in the
United States. There are currently n
airports in this category.
Apportionments for all other commercial
service airports would not be reduced.

As prcposed, the apportionment
would be reduced on an airport-by
airport basis rather than on the amount
apportioned to a public agency for all
airports controlled by the agency. If a
public agency controlled more than one
airport. the reduction in apportionments
would be calculated separately for each
airport.

Comments: Commenters point out that
only passenger entitlement funds. and
not cargo or state apportionments.
should be reduced in return for authority
to impose a PFC.

Final rule: No changes were made in
this section because the NPRM was
clear in stating that funds apportioned
under Section 507(a)(1) of the ANA
would be reduced. That section applies
only to apportionments to primary
airports based on passenger counts.

Section 158.95 lmplementatian of
Reduction.

The NPR."" provided for
apportionments to be reduced at large
and medium hubs in the fiscal year
following the date of PFC application
approval. The apportionment in the
fiscal year of approval would not be
reduced. The amount of the reduction
would have equaled 50 percent of the
PFC revenue forecast for the fiscal year.
However, a public agency would not

,
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lose more than 50 percent of its
apportioned funds and the annual
calculation of AlP apportioned amounts
would have reflected the reductions
caused by PFC revenue.

The NPRM proposed adjustments in
reductions to reflect actual results
should forecasts prove inaccurate or
should the charge expiration date
change. The adjustment would occur in
the apportionment calculation for the
following year; except the total
reduction would not exceed 50 percent
of the otherwise apportioned amounts.

Comments: Several commenters
suggest apportionment funds not'
available to the primary airport be
granted to airports within the 8ame
general area or the same state. Other
comments propose a hearing be held
before any reductions in apportionments
are made. One comment obfects to the
fact that apportionment would not be
reduced in the same year as approval is
granted to impose a PFC.

Final rule: The final rule is only
slightly changed from the NPRM. The
rule does not provide for returning
apportioned funds to airports in the
same state or area or for a hearing
procedure. The Aviation Safety and
Capacity Expansion Act. in sections
9111 and 9112, clearly states that
apportioned funds will be reduced if a
large or medium bub airport imposes a
PFC and specifies how these funds will
be made available for other airports.

The final rule retains the concept of
reducing apportionments in the fiscal
year immediately following the year in
which the Administrator approves
authority to impose a PFC. This
eliminates the requirement to adjust
apportioned levels throughout the year
and to readjust the amount of foregone
apportioned funds available to the
categories of airports.

Appendix A-Assurances (Proposed:
Appendix B Assurnnces)

The NPRM included a list of 1Z
numbered assurances to which a public
agency would have been required to
agree for approval of a PEC application.
The assurances addressed a number of
issues. ranging from the public agency's
authority to impose- a PFC to restrictions
on airportrates. fees and charges. The
FAA intended them to function much
like conditions of approval. The use of
assurances was proposed because of
public agency familiarity with the use of
assurances under the AlP. The
assurances were fitended to ensure that
implementation of approved PFC
projects would be consistent with the
PFC statute and this regulation and that
approval of the use of PFC revenue

would not conflict with other FAA
responsibilities related to airports.

The proposed assurances generated
numerouB comments. A few commenters
suggest assurances· ara wmecessary.
while several others believe the
assurances should only include those
directly referenced in the PFC
legislation. Other commenters propose
deletion or modification of specific
assurances. Other comments request
additional assurances on B variety of
topics ranging from procedures for
consultant selection to compliance with
sections 9304 and 9307 of the ANCA.

The final rule retains the requirement
for signed public agency assurances as
part of the application process. This
approach has worked well in the AlP
context. and is consistent with the
statutory authority to impose establish
terms and conditions for approval.
However. the FAA has modified a
number of the individual assurances and

-deleted some in response to the
comments. In addition. one new
assurance has been added. The FAA's
intent in the final rule has been to limit
the assurances to subjects directly
related to compliance with the PFC
statule and this regulation. or to the safe
and efficient use of the national
airspace. The EAA agrees with the
views expressed in many comments that
the PFC regulation or assurances shonld
not be used to address wholly unrelated
airport practices.

For ease of understanding. each
assurance proposed in the NPRM is
discussed separately and identified by
the assurance number listed in the
NPRM. The fmal assurance number and
reference is also given. Following this
discussion. new assurances are
addressed.

Assurance No.1 Responsibility and
Authority ofPublic Agency (Proposed
Assurance No.2)

As proposed. the public agency would
certify through this·assurance that it has
legal authority to impose aPFC and
carry out a project. that the governing
body has properly authorized the filing
of the application. and that the official
submitting the application has been
authorized to provide such additional'
information 8S may be required.

Some commenters believe it
unnecessary to assure that future
requirements for information will be
complied with.

'The fIDal rula omits the reference to,
providing additional information. The
regulation allowa the Administrator to
request this information without a,
separate assurance.

Assuronce No.2 Compliance With 14
CPR (Proposed: Assurance No.1)

As proposed, the public agency would
agree to comply with the PFC regulation
through this assurance. The aSSlli"'a1lCe is
unchanged in the final rule.

Assurance No.3 Compliance With
Locol Lowond Regulalians

As proposed. this assurance would
have required the public agency to
certify that it has complied with
applicable local laws and regulations. In
the final rule, the wording has been
modified to allow a public agency to
certify prospectively that it will comply.
The latter assurance would be made in
the case of an application for authority
to impose a PFC when project
implementation is not imminent.

Proposed Assuronce No.4 Fund
A voilability (Deleted)

A1J proposed. this assursoce would
have required the public agency to
certify it had funds to pay for the non·
PFC share of project costs and to pay for
operations and maintenance of the
project. Many commenters sayan
assurance thal-funds are currently
available for future operation and
maintenance of facilities is unrealistic.
especially when approval is sought only
to impose a PFC. Upon consideration of
the comments, this assurance has been
deleted from the final rule. The FAA
agrees it is not realistic to ask public
agencies to certify as to their financial
condition many years in the future.

Assurance No.4 Environmental,
Airspoce ond Airport Loyout Plan
Requirements (Proposed Assuro.~ce No.
5)

As proposed, this assurance would
have required the public agency to
commit to comply with applicable
regulations of the Council on
Environmental Quallty (CEQ)
implementing NEPA. Some commenta
suggest Assurance 5 be deleted in its
entirety 8S it is not necessary to ensure
CEQ requirements are met.

In the final rule. the assurance has
been substantially revised. The
reference to CEQ regnlationsls
eliminated. However. 8S revised. this
assurance requires public agencies to
have approved environmental and
airspace studies and an approved ALP'
before using !!FC revenue to implement
8 project. The assurance is particularly
applicable when a public agency has
received authority to tmpose'a PFC
without concurrent authority to use
revenue. It provides additional notice to
the public· agency on the limits of its
authority to use PFC revenue without
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obtaining necessary Federal approvals
and provides a means for the public
agency to expressly acknowledge those
limitations.

Proposed Assuronce No.6 Safety and
Security Prerequisites (Deleted)

As proposed, this assurance would
have required the public agency to
commit to provide all safety and
secuiity equipment required by
regulation at each of the airports under
ita control before imposing a PFC.

Some commenters suggest the
deletion of Assurance 6 or at least
rewriting it to require airports to meet
CUlTent standards, not just minimum
regulations.

This assurance has been deleted from
the final rule. The FAA encourages
public agencies to focus their use of PFC
revenue, AlP grants and other funding
sources on projects to improve airport
safety and security, whether by
construction or acquisition of up-ta-date
facilities and equipment. However. the
FAA recognizes PFC revenue is local
money and that under the statute PFC
revenue may be used to finance projects
that accomplish 8 number of objectives.
The assurance has been deleted so as
not to interfere with the flexibility
provided by statute.

Assurance No.5 Nonexclusivityof
Contractual Agreements (Proposed
Assurance No.7)

As proposed, this assurance required
the public agency to commit not to enter
into long~term exclusive lease and use
agreements for PFC-financed projects.
The assurance also would have
specified that such leases not preclude
the funding, developing or assigning of
new PPC-financed capacity. This
assurance was intended to carry out the
statutory prohibitions on such long-term
leases and lease agreements.

As discussed above, some
commenters argue for prohibiting all
exclusive lease and use agreements.
However, the statute itself prohibits
exclusive agreements only when they
are long-term. Therefore, this assurance
is unchanged in the final rule.

Assurance No.6 Carryover Provision
(Proposed Assurance No. Ba)

As proposed. this assurance would
have required the public agency to
refrain from entering into a lease or use
agreement for PFC-fmaTIced facilities
that would automatically extend the
term of the agreement in preference to a
potentially competing carrier trying to
negotiate for the use of those facilities. It
was proposed to ensure lease and use
agreements did not operate to limit the
procompetitive effects of new facilities.

In particular. it was intended to prevent
ahort-term leases from effectively
becoming long-term leases during
extended negotiations with carriers over
lease renewals. The proposed provision
was part of a two-element assurance on
competitive access.

The FAA did not receive significant
comment on this element of proposed
assurance 8. It is retained without
change in the final rule, but it has been
designated as a separate assurance to
facilitate a clearer understanding of the
requirement.

Assurance No.7 Competitive Access
[propased Assuronce Bb)

As proposed. this assurance would
have required a public agency to commit
that any agreement for the use of a PFC
financed facility would prevent the
carrier from using the PFC-financed
facility if that carrier's existing
exclusive-use facilities were not fully
utilized or were not made available to
other carriers.

Some commenters ask for a better
definition of "fully utilized." Others ask
that the assurance be deleted altogether.

Subject to technical, clarifying
language changes, the assurance is
retained in the final rule. It is intended
to prevent tenant airlines from locking
up new facilities. as well as those they
may already lease under exclusive use
provisions. and then leaving the latter
facilities idle. It is thus retained to
ensure that new PFC-financed facilities
are actually available to foster
competition.

The term "fully utilized" is retained in
the assurances. If a different carrier
could be accommodated at a facility
without disrupting the incumbent
carrier's operation at the facility, then
the facility is not fully utilized.

Assurance No.8 Rates, Fees and
Chorges (Prapased Assuronce No.9)

As proposed. this assurance requires
the public agency to make three
commitments with respect to rates and
charges. (I) It would not treat PFC
revenue as airport revenue when
establishing a rate, fee or charge
pursuant to contracts with carriers; (2) It
would not include in the airport's rate
base, for purposes of establishing rates,
fees or charges. that portion of the
capital costs of projects funded by PFC
revenue; (3) It would not charge less for
exclusive- or preferential-use terminal
facilities, including gates, financed with
PFC revenue than it charges for similar
facilities financed by other means. This
assurance was intended to conform to
statutory requirements for public agency
policies on ratest fees and charges if a
PFC is imposed.

Some commenters ask for clarification
of this assurance. They noted a potential
conflict between the language of the
second and third provision, The
language of the third provision has been
modified to indicate that it is applicable,
notwithstanding the limitation provided
in the preceding paragraph.

Assuronce Na. 9 Stondards and
Specifications (Proposed Assuronce No.
10)

As proposed, this assurance would
have required the public agency to
cormrJt to follow design. construction
and equipment standards and
specifications contained in FAA
advisory circulars in effect on the
application date. It was proposed to
help ensure syatem-wide uniformity in
the design and construction of airports.

Comments on this assurance range
from proposals for complete deletion to
modification of the assurance to permit
use of state or local specifications and
standards. Drie commenter requests
using standards and specifications
exceeding the FAA's.

The assurance is retained in the final
rule with some modification. The FAA
has concluded that the assurance is
appropriate to further the objective of
aystem-wide uniformity. The FAA will
interpret the assurance to require that
minimum standards be met. but not to
preclude airports from exceeding these
reqUirements where local policies call
far such.

The advisory circulars covered by the
assurance will be oniy those related to
design, construction and equipment
standards and specifications and will
not include those related to such other
areas as planning or consultant
selection. Considering that PFC revenue
is local money, the FAA has determined
not to require compliance with
standards that do not directly relate to
achieving uniformity in airport design
and construction. The FAA will develop
and make available a list of the
applicable advisory circulars.

The assurance has been changed to
indicate that a project is to be carried
out in accordance with standards and
specifications in effect on the date of
project approval rather than on the date
of application submission. This change
is necessary to accommodate the new
provision in the rule that permits a
public agency to apply for approval only
to impose a PFC. in addition, the title
has been changed to more accurately
reflect the contents of the assurance.
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Assurance No. 10 Recordkeeping and
Audit (Proposed Assurance No. II)"

As proposed. this assurance would
have required the public agency to
CODml.it to maintain an accounting
record until 3 years after completion of a
project or 89 long as PFC revenue is
collected to finance the project. It was
intended to'help e08ure that adequate
financiab-ecords would be available to
the Administrator throughout the period
a PFC is Imposed•.

Some commenters suggest accotlIlting
records under this assurance be kept
until Ilie completion of the proiect. not
for the. duration of the PFC.

The assurance is modified ill the final
rule to require retention of records only
for 3 years after completion of the
project. Once the project is completed
and its final costs are known, the public
agency's compliance with the periodic
reporting and auditing requirements
should provide sufficient information to
the FAA. A separate accounting record
would'be unnecessary..

Assurance No. 11 . Reports (Proposed
Assurance 12J

As proposed, this assurance would
have required the'public agency to
commit to comply with the reporting
requirements of subpart D of the rule,
including the Administrator's
reasonable requests for special reports.
It was intended to provfde clear notice
and evidence of the public agency's
acceptance olreporting obligations
under the rule.

This assurance did- not generate.
significant speciflC comment•. and it is
retained unchanged from tbe NPIU\-f.

Assurance No. 12 Airport Noise and
Capacity Expansion Actof1990

This new assurance had no
counterpart in the NPRM. The FAA bas
edded it following consideration of the·
comments. Under. the assurance, the
public agency must acknowledge that It
understands that provisions of the
Airport Noise and Capacity Act require
the Administrator to terminate authority
to impose a PFC if the Admlniatrator
finda the public agency to be in,violation
of those provisions.

Tbe assurance is intended to provide
additional notice to the public'agency of
the link between complia~cewith the
noise statuts and the continued
authority"· to'impose a PFC. It also
provides a rea4:y means for the public
agency to confirm it_understands that
linkage.

Miscellaneous Issues

Tax Stotus afPFC's
Seven respondeDts requested

clarification of tax status of PFC's. All
state that the PFC charges should not be
subject to the 10 percent ticket tax,
because PFC's are nol part of the fare.
The FAA agrees with this interpretation;
however, the FAA had not been able to
obtain a definitive interpretation from
the Federal offices responsible for
administering the tax.

Application ofDepartmentPolicy on
Price Advertising

To alleviate uncertainty about the
application of the Department's. price
advertising policy to PFC's, the NPRM
indicated that the Department
tenta tively bad decided to allow earriers
to state separately that "up to $12 per
raund trip in local airport charges may
be collected in addition to the.
advertised price" in order to satisfy 14
CFR 399.84. The FAA received no
negative comments on this issue. The
Deparlment bas advised the FAA tbat it
will make final its tentative decision.

Paperwork Reduction Act
The recordkeeping and reporting

requirements contained in this rule have
been submitted to the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) for
approval; The information collection
requirements in this rule will become
effective wben they are approved by
OMB.

En.vlronmentaJ Issues
The FAA tentatively conclu<!ed in the

NPRM that issuance of this final rule
would-not be 8 major Federal' action
sigoificantly affecting the quality of the
human environment witliin the meaning
of NEPA:. A fInal environmental'
assessment has concluded that issuance
of this rule·is not 8 major Federal action
significantly affecting the qualitY of the
human· environment within the meaning
ofNEPA A copy of tbis assessment' has
been placed in the docket.

Regulatory Evaluation Summary
This summary discusses the

anticipated benefits and costs
associated with Implementing this final
rule, whicb is based on section 9110 of
the Avietion Safety and Capacity
EJopansion Act of'1990 (the Act). The
regulatory evaluation contained in the
docket provides more detail on the
economic consequences of this
regulatory action. In addition to a
summary of the regulatory evaluation,
this summary also contains the
regulatary flexibility' determination
required by the Reguletory Flexibility

Act and an International Trad. Impact
assessment. It is available for review ill
the docket.

Executive Order 12291, dated
February 17, 1981, directs Federal
agencies to promulgate new regulations
or modify existing regulations only it
potential benefits to society for each·
regulatory change outweigh potential
costs. The order also requires the
preparation of a regulatory impacl
analysis of all "major" rules except
those responding to emergency
situations. or other narrowly defined
exigencies. A ~ajor" rule is one that is
likely to result in an effect on the
economy of $100 million or more; 8

major increase in costs or prices for
consumers or for individual industrieS',.
government entities. or regjons; Qr a
significant adverse effect on
competition, employment, or other
significant determinants of economie
growth.

Under the Act, the Administrator is
authorized to approve applications-by
public agencies to Impose PFC's. The
Federal Government has discretion only
over the procedures governing the
application for and approval.ofPFC
authority and the collection. handling,
and use of PFC revenue. In addition.
PFC revenue will be generated only as "
consequence ofa state or local initiative
to impose a PFC. Finally,. all such
revenue accrues to the public agencies.
not the Federal Government. Therefore.
althougb the total annual revenue raised
by passenger facility charges (PFC'sJ
could' easily exceed the $100 million per
year threshold, Ilie FAA, for several
reasons, has determined that this rule Is
not "major" 8S defined in the executive
order. As a result of this determination"
the requirement of the Act is satisfied by,
a regulatory evaluation, rather than a
full regulatory impact analysis.

Benefits and Costs ofPPC-Funded
Projects

This evaluation· examines the impact
of a final rule under wbich the FAA
allows public agencies that control
airports ta Impose PFC's. The rule
requires that the air carriers collect
these charges and remit them to public
agencies that control commercial service,
airports. PFC revenue may be used to
fund investments in various types of
eligible projects.

A recent survey of airports indicated,
that total public spending'on capital
imprOlrements, including items not
eligible for Federal aid, was $4.5 billion
in 1989. (The FAA,and,othera have'
estirna-ted that future investment needs
for airport expansion. including wod;:.
not eligible for Federal grants, will'
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continue at that level or more for the
next 5 to 10 years.) PPC revenue of $1
billion per year could, therefore. finance
20 to 25 percent more in airport capital
investment. The benefits and costs of
these projects afe discussed below.

Capacity Expansion. A major purpose
for which PPC revenue may be used is
the expansion of airport capacity on
both airside and landside. Such
investments can be expected to reduce
airport delays. Some indication of the
magnitude of the potential savings can
be derived by noting that, for 1987, the
total airside delay costs associated with
the 100 largest airports in the U.S. have
been estimated to be on the order of $11
billion. Landside delays, including those
associated with on-airport roads and
terminals would add significantly to the
total of airport-related delays that were
experienced.

A significant investment of PPC
revenue for capacity expansion can be
assumed to reduce airport-associated

.delay time. The benefits of capacity
expansion vary with specific projects,
but computer simulations for airport
capacity planners have consistently
shown very favorable benefit to cost
ratios for major projects such as new
runways. For example, if 20 percent of
the estimated airport investments
(about: $1 billion per year) were to
reduce passenger airport delays by 10
percent, the valu.e of time savinga would
be about $1.1 billion per year and the
PFC-funded projects would yield
benefits in excess of costs. Further, it is
likely that the delay reductions from
funding 20 percent of the desired
investments would be in excess of 10
percent of c;urrent delays for two
reasons. (1) Airport operators would
have an incentive to make the best use
of their new revenue by,selecting as
their investments the projects that have
the greatest incremental benefits for the
funds spent. (2) A large amount of this
development will probably occur at the
busiest airports, which are also the most
congested and in greatest need of
expansion.

Noise Mitigation. The FAA estimates
that approximately $1.8billion will be
spent for noise mitigation or other
environmental projects over the next 10
years. PFC revenue could be used to
fund these noise mitigation projects.
Like delays, noise impacts most often
occur at the busiest airports. For
example, 57 percent of the cost of noise
mitigation projects planned over the
next 10 years is concentrated at the 29
busiest primary airports.

When PPC's fund projects that benefit
noise-impacted· individuals. the
investment (e.g.. for soundproofing of
existing structures or the purchase of

impacted real estate] can be thought of
as compensation to those individuals
who have incurred an indirect cost of air
travel. By financing these projects,
travelers who pay PPC's are, in effecl.
reducing a subsidy that has been~r
would otherwise he-involuntarily
provided to them by noise-impacted
individuals. Whether the avoided costs
of noise pollution are less than the costs
incurred for abatement can be estimated
only on a case-by-case basis. To the
extent that noise mitigation .
expenditures respond to expressed
public concerns, there is an incentive to
give priority to the projects that yield
the greatest net benefits.

The availability of substantial PPC
revenue is expected to facilitate
investments in noise mitigation projects.
Detailed benefitlcost analyses are
problematical, however. because of the
difficulty of fully expressing benefits in

~oo;:~~i~~:~dt~~~l~~~~~f~~~~~ts,
analyzed, and discussed by public
agencies and noise·impacted individuals
to produce projects that address serious
public concerns.

Enhanced Competitio~jAmong Air
Carriers. Projects that furnish
opportWlities for enhanced competition
between or among air carriers may be
funded with PFC revenue. Benefits that
may be conferred upon PFC payers as a
result of enhanced competition are
likely to be in the form of lower air fares
and/or improved service that arise from
the construction of gates at an airport
that allow new entrants/new
competition in a travel market. Such
benefits to tra"elers are highly
dependent on the policy followed by
any new entrant and the reactions.of
competing carriers. For instance, a new
entrant may offer significantly lower
fares but be so constrained by the
limited amount of available airport
space that it is unable to increase its
operations to the extent that other
carriers are induced to lower their -fares
in order to compete. In the limiting case
of a single dominant carrier and a small
new entrant carrier, the dominant
carrier may perceive that there ialittle
to be gained hy lowering fares. As a
result, a new entrant may substantially
duplicate existing fares and service.
Lower fares are believed to be mOfe
likely in cases where the new entrant is
able to provide substantial competition
with incumbent carriers.

In the event that the use of PPC
revenue, for instance for the .
construction of gates, results in
enhanced competition and lower air
fares at an airport, air carriers may
suffer a reduction in profits. However, if
the resulting lower prices result in B

reduction in profits, much of the loss in
profits is likely to become a benefit that
is transferred to passengers. In additinn,
there may be a higher level of travel
service provided 50 that the combined
consumers' and producers' surplus for
the airport would be increased.

Funds Shifted ta Smaller Airports.
Section 9111 of the Act requires that
sponsors of airports that annually have
more than 0.25 percent or more of total
annual enplanements in the U.S. will
have their Airport ImproveIIlent Program
entitlement funds reduced by 50 percent
of their projected PFC revenue-up to 50
percent of this entitlement. The funds
released from entitlements to these large
and medium hub airports are to be used
under section 9112 of the Act as follows:
25 percent for a discretionary fund of
which half is for small hub airports and
75 percent for a Small Airports Pund for
use by general aviation airports and
nonhub coriunercial service airports. It
may be argued that the overall national
airspace system is improved by [ll the
increased capacity at larger airports and
(2) increased capacity at smaller
airports that would be unlikely to occur
in the absence of the diversion of
entitlement funds from larger to smaller
airports. Sponsors of smaller airports
ma}r be unable to finance substantially
improved facilities from funds raised at
their airports in the absence of funds
from outside sources. However,
improvements at smaller airports may
yield benefits through improved
operations at nearby larger airports that
the small airport operators are unable to
fully capture through increased fees and
charges. this can occur because reduced
congestion at larger airports may result
from the diversion of general aviation
traffic to the smaller fields.
Handling of PFC Revenue and
Compensation for these Costs.

Under §§ 158.51 and 158.53 of the rule.
carriers are to be compensated for
handling PPC's throngh the retention of
a fixed fee per PPC plus earnings on the
revenue "float" for the PPC's that they
collect. The fixed fee is set at $0.12 per
PPC for the first 3 yea.. after the
effective date of the rule, fn order to
provide compensation not only for
collecting, handling, and remitting the
revenue, but for the cost of establishing
the system that carries out these
functions. This fixed fee drops to $0.08
per PFC after 3 years. The amount of
interest accrued annually on an account
held by a carrier for payment to an
airport will equal the applicable annual
interest rate multiplied by the average
balance held by the carrier. The average
balance held by a carrier for payment to
public agencies will depend on the total
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fee revenue collected by the carrier. the
payment schedule, and the applicable
fixed fee. For example. with revenue of
$1 billion per year, if the applicable
interest rate (or earnings on the balance
held) were 10 percent, and the payment
schedule were as specified in the rule [in
which revenue collected during each
month are paid to the airports at the end
of the month after the end of each month
of collection) annual earnings on the
float could be approximately $12 million.

It is noted that, should $1 billion per
year be collected in $3 PFC's, 333 million
PFC's would be handled. With earnings
on the float of approximately $12 million
per year, interest earnings would be on
the order of $0.036 per PFC collected.
Under these 8sswnptions, compensation
per $3 PFC collected would be
approximately $0.156 during the initial 3·
year period and $0.116 thereafter.

The FAA has attempted to structure
the rule so 8S to achieve maximum cost
effectiveness in administration (Le.. in
ticketing collection burdens. 8S well as
reporting. recordkeeping an.d auditing
requirements). For example. it is
specified in Subpart C that all PFC's be
collected and remitted by the issuing
carrier. thus eliminating interline
settlements.

Regulatory Flexibility Determination

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980
was enacted by Congress to ensure that
small entities are not unnecessarily or
disproportionately burdened by
Government regulations. This Act
requires a Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis if a rule has a significant
economic impact. either detrimental or
beneficial. on a substantial number of
small business entities. FAA Order
2100.14A, Regulatory Flexibility Criteria
and Guidance, establishes threshold
cost values and small entity size
standards for operators of aircraft for
hire for complying with review
requirements in FAA rulemaking
actions. The lowest of these categories
is indicated to be $3,300 per year in 1983
dollars for unscheduled operators of 9 or
fewer aircraft. This level is
approximately $4,200 in 1990 dollars.
Since provisions of the final rule allow
the retention of a fixed fee plus the
earning of interest on PFC revenue held
in-order to compensate carriers for the
costs of administering PFC's, the net
cost of collecting, handling, remitting,
and reporting PFC's for such operators
of aircraft should be small. There are
numerous charter and air taxi operators
that are believed to have 9 or fewer
aircraft. Small carriers are provided
protection against auditing costs by
§ 158.69(b) of the rule, which requires at
least annual audits only for collecting

carriers that collect more than 50,000
PFC's annually. This level of PFC
collection implies compensation for PFC
collection on the order of $5,800 to
$7,800 per year. Further protection
against PFC collection burden is given
by § 158.11, which provides that "a·
public agency may request that
collection of PFC's by any class of air
carriers or foreign air carriers not be
required. if the number of passengers
enplaned by the carriers in the class
constitute no more than I percent of the
total number of passengers enplaned
annually at the airport at which the PFC
is imposed." The conclusion is that the
imposition of PFC's will not have a
significant economic impact, either
detrimental or beneficial. on a
substantial number of small entities.

The impact of PFC administration
costs on small airports is not believed to
be a problem, since PFC's are to be
initiated by public agencies that control
airports. These agencies are assumed to
assess a PFC only if they have reason to
expect that the revenue collected will be
in excess of the costs of establishing the
charge and managing the revenue that
results.

Trade Impact Assessment
The provisions of this rule are

expected to have little or no impact on
trade for both U.S. firms [including air
carriers) doing business in foreign
countries and foreign firms (including air
carriers) doing business in the United
States. PFC's are not likely to cause a
significant increase in costs for most
international travel. It is noted that the
$3 per airport limitation on PFC's per
enplaned passenger and the generally
higher cost per ticket for international
travel to or from the United States than
for domestic travel make PFC's imposed
on international travel a smaller
proportion of the cost of international
travel than domestic travel. Although·
PFC's will raise the amounts paid for
tickets for international travel. in many
cases, Ute airport capacity
improvements financed with the
resulting revenue may result in
improvements in the amenities afforded
travelers. These improvem.ents may
include reduced delay that is made
possible by increased airport capacity
that more than compensates passengers
for the cost of the PFC. In addition,
while the rule permits carriers to limit
collection to the last airport at which a
passenger enplanes before departing
from the U.S. when a ticket is issued
outside the U.S., this provision applies
equally to air carriers and foreign air
carriers. Ukewise, for tickets issued in
the U.S., the nile imposes the same
requirements on foreign air carriers.

Federalism Implications

The regulations implement a new
statute that authorizes state and local
public agencies that control commercial
service airports to impose PFC's at their
airports. While the imposition of PFC's
would be a local decision, the statute
imposes Federal requirements on the
airport operator (e.g., the local
consultation requirement) and requires
Federal oversight [through the approval
and audit provisions).

The provisions of the regulations are
intended to impose on state and local
agencies the minimum restrictions and
requirements that are mandated by the
statute, including the Federal oversight
role contemplated by the PFC statute
and other legislation or regulations that
would pertain to 8 PFC-financed project
(e·.g., environmental requirements).

The regulations proposed herein
would not have substantial direct effects
on the states, on the relationship
between the'national government and
the states, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government. Therefore,
in accordance with Executive Order
13612, it is determined that this rule will
not have sufficient federalism
implications to warrant the preparation
of a Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion

For reasons discussed in the
preamble, and based on the findings in
the Regulatory Flexibility Determination
and the International Trade Impact
Analysis, the FAA has determined that
this final rule is not major under
Executive Order 12291. This rule is
considered significant under DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures [44
FR 11034: February 26, 1979). A
regulatory evaluation of the rule.
including a Regulatory Flexibility
Determination and Trade Impact
Analysis, has been placed in the docket.
A copy may be obtained by contacting
the person identified under UFOR
F'URTHER INFORMATION CONTACT."

Ust of Subjects 14 CPR Part 158

Air carriers. Airport, Air
transportation, Passenger facility
charge.

The Final Rule

Accordingly, the FAA adds a new part
158 of the Federal Aviation Regulations,
14 CFR part 158, as follows:
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PART 158-PASSENGER FACILITY
CHARGES (PFC'S)

Subpal1 A-(leneral

Sec.
158.1 Applicability.
158.3 Definitions.
158.p Authority to imposePFCs.
158,7 Exclusivity of authority.
158.9 Umitations.
153.11 Public agency request not to require

collection of PFC's by 8 class of air
C8.l'I'iers or foreign ail' carriers.

158.1,3 Use of PFC rcyenue.
156.15 Project eligibility.

Subpart B-Appllesllon and "'.pproval
158.21 General

. 156.23 Consultation with air carriers and
foreign air carriers.

158.25 Applications.
158.27 Review of applications.
156.29 The Admini.Btrator's decision.
158.31 Du.ration of authority to impose a

PFC aIter project implementation.
156.33 Duration of authority to impose a

PFC before project implementation.
158..35 Extension of time to submit

application to use PPC revenue.
158.37 Amendment of approved PFe.
158.39 Use of Excess PFC Revenue.

Subpart c-cenoctJon. Handllng,.oo
_llanoe 01 PFC'.

15S.41 G<meral
158.43 Public-agency notification to collect

PPC's.
158.45 Collection ofPFC's on ticketi issued

in the U.S.
158.47 Collection of PFC's on tickets issued

outside the U.S.
158.49 Handling of PFC's.
158.51 Remittance of PFe's.
158,53 Collection compensation.

SUbpart D-Reporting, R_eeptng and
Audl..

158.61 G<merat.
158,63 Reporting requirements: public

agency.
158.65 Reporting requirements: collecting

carrier.
158.67 Recordkceping and auditing: public

agency.
1fKl.69 Recordkceping and a'Uditi~

collecting carners,
158.71 Pederal oTenllghl

SUbpart E-Tenntnation
'158.81 General.
158.83 Informal resolution.
158,85 Tennination of authority to impose

PFC's.
156.87 Loss of federal airport grant funds.

Subpart F-Reduetlon In AIrport
Improvement Program ApportIonment8
158.91 General
158.93 Public agencies subject to reduction.
158.95 Implementation of reduction,

Appendix A-Assurances'
AUlbori~49 U.S.C, App. 1513 (as amended

by-tbe Aviation Safety and Capacity
Expansion Act of1.990. Pub. L 101-508, Title
[1, Subtitle B. November 5. 1990); 49 U.S,C.

App.2206{as amended by ,the Aviation
Safety and Ca,pacity Expansion Act Qf 1990};
49 U.s.c. App. 221B; section 9304{e) and 93117
of the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of
1990, Pub. L. 101--508, Title IX, Subtitle D.

Subpart A-General

§ 15s.1 AppIIcabl~Iy.

This part applies to passenger facility
charges (PFC's) as may be approved by
the Administrator of the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) pursuant
to section 1113[e) of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. App.
1513{e)), and imposed by a public
agency that controls a commercial
sen'ice airport nus part also describes
the procedures for reducing funds
apportioned under aection 507[a) of the
Airport and Ail'way Improvement Ac.t of
1982, as amended (49 U.S.C.App.
Z2Ofi{aJ). to a large or medium hub
.irport that imposes a PFC.

§ 158.3 Definitions.

The followiog definitions .pply in this
part:

Airport means any area of :land or
wster, including any heliport. that is
used or intended to be used for the
landing and tskeoff of .ircraft, and any
appurtenant areas that 81'e used or
intended to be used for airport buildings
or other airport facilities or rights-of
way, together with all .irport buildings
and facilities located thereon.

Airport capital plan means a capital
improvement program that lists airport
related planning, development or noise
compatibility projects expected to be
accomplished ",ith .nticip.ted ..... ilable
funds.

Airport layoutplan (ALP) means a
plan showing the existing and pcoposed
airport facilities and boundaries in a
form prescribed by the Administr.tor.

Airport revenue means revenue
generated by a public airport (1) lItrough
any lease. rent. fee. PFC or other charge
collected, directl;y or indirectly, in
connection with any aeronautical
ectivity conducted on an airport that it
controls; or (21 In connection with any
activity conducted on airport land
acquired with Federal financial
assistance. or with PFC revenue under
this part, or conveyed to such public
agency under the pro\'isioIl5 of any
Federal suqJlus property program or .ny
provision enacted to authorize the
conveyance of Federal property to a
public agency for .irport PuqJoses.

Air trovel ticket means all documents
pertaining to a passenger's 'COmplete
itinerary DeceSsary to transport a
passenger by air. including passenger
manifests.

Allowable cost means the reasonable
and necessary costs of car-rying out an

appro:ved project including costs
incurred prior to and subsequent to the
.pproval to impose a PFC, and m.king
payments for debt service on bonds and
other indebtednees incurred to caIT;Y out
such projects. Allowable costs include
only those costs incurred on.or after
November 5, 1990.

Approt'edproject'IDeans a project for
which use of PF.c revenue bas been
.pproved under this p.rt. Specific
projects c~ntained in B single or multi
phased project or development
described in an airport capital plan may
.Iso be .pproved sep.rately.

Bond financing costs means the costs
of fInancing e. bond and inc1udes such
costs 89 those associated with issuance.
undef\\Titing discount. original issue
discount, capitalized in'terest. debt
service reserve funds, initial credit
enhancement costs. and initial trustee
and p.ying .gent fees.

Charge effective dcrte means the date
on which camers are obliged to col1ect a
PFC.

Charge expiration date means the
date on which"carriers Bre to cease to
collect a PFC.

Collecting carrier means an issuin,g
carrier or other carrier collecting a PFC.
whether or not such carrier issues the
air travel ticket

ColJection means the acceptance of
payment of B PFC from a passenger.

Commercial service airport means a
public airport [as defined by 49 U.S.c.
app. 2202(17)) determined by the
Secretary to enplane annually 2,500 or
more passengers and to receive
scheduled passenger service of aircraft.

Debt service means payments for BUch

items as principal and interest, sinking
funds, call premiums, periodic credit
enhancement fees. trustee and pa~ling

agent fees. coverage. and remarketing
feea. .

Exclusive long-term lease or use
agreement meaDS an exclusive lease or
use agreement between B public agency
and aD ail' callrier or foreign air carner
with a term of 5 years or more.

FAA Airports offioe means. region.l,
district or field office of the Federal .
Aviation Administration that
administers Federal airport-rel.ted
matters.

Implementation ofan approved
project means: .(1) With respect to
construction, issuance to B contrac101 U

notice to proceed or the start of physical
construction; (2) with respect to
nonconstroction projects other than
property acquisition. commencement of
work by 8 contractor or public agency to
carry out the statement of work; or (3)
with respect to property acquisition
projects. commencement of title search.
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surveying.. or appraisal for 8 significant
portion of the property to be acquired.

Issuing carrier means any air carrier
or foreign air carrier that issues an air
travel ticket or whose imprinted ticket
stock is used in issuing such ticket by an
agent.

One-way trip means any trip that is
not a round trip.

Passenger enplaned means a
domestic. territorial or international
revenue passenger enplaned in the
States in scheduled or nonscheduled
service on aircraft in intrastate.
interstate. or foreign commerce.

PPC means a passenger facility charge
covered by this part imposed by a public
agency on passengers enplaned at a
commercial service airport it controls.

Project means airport planning,
airport land acquisition or development
of a single project. a multi-phased
development program, (including but nat
limited to development described in an
airport capital plan) or a new airport for
which PFC financing is sought or
approved under this part.

Public agency means a State or any
agency of one or more States; a
municipality or ather political
subdivision of a State; an authority
created by Vederal. State or local law; a
tax-supported organization; or an Indian
tribe or pueblo that controls a
commercial service airport.

Round trip means a trip on a complete
air travel itinerary which terminates at
the origin point.

State means a State of the United
States. the District of Columbia, tbe
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. the
Virgin Islands. American Samoa. the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands. the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands. and Guam.

Ullliqujdated PFC revenue means
revenue received by a public agency
from collecting carriers but not yet used
on approved projects.

§ 158.5 Authority to Impose PFC·..

Subject to the provisions of this part.
the Administrator may grant authority to
a public agency that controls a
commercial service airport to impose a
PFC of $U)(). $2.00. or $3.00 an
passengers enplaned at such an airport.
No public agency may impose a PFC
under this part unless authorized by the
Administrator. No State or political
subdivision or agency thereof that ia not
a public agency may impose a PFC
covered by this part.

§ 158.7 ExcluslYity olauthorlty.

(a) No State or political subdivision or
agency thereof may impair the
imposition of a PFC, collection of such

PFC. or use of PFC revenue by a public
agency in accordance with this part.

(b) No contract or agreement between
an air carrier or foreign air carrier and a
public agency may impair the authority
of such public agency to impose a PFC
or use the PFC revenue in accordance
with this part.

§ 158.9 Umltallon..

(a) No public agency may impose a
PFC an any passenger an any flight to
an eligible point on an air carrier that
receives essential air service
compensation on that route under
section 419 of the Federal Aviation Act
(49 U,S,C. app. 1389), The Administrator
makes available a list of carriers and
eligible routes detenained by the
Department of Transportation for which
PFC's may not be imposed under this
section.

(b) No public agency may require a
foreign airline that does not serve a
point or points in the U.S. to collect a
PFC from a passenger.

§ 158.11 Publlcagencyrequeatnotto
require collection of PFe's by • class of aIr
carrier. or foreign air carriers.

Subject to the requirements of this
part, a public.agency may request under
§ 158.25 or § 158.37 that collection of
PFC's by any class of air carriers or
foreign air carriers not be required if the
number of passengers enplaned by the
carriers in the class constitutes no more
than one percent of the total number of
passengers enplaned annually at the
airport at which the PFCis imposed.

§ 158.13 Use of PFC reyenue.

PFC revenue, including any interest
earned after such revenue has been
remitted to a public agency, may be
used only to fwance the allowable costs
of approved projects at any airport the
public agency controls.

(a) Total cosL PFC revenue may be
used to pay all or part of the allowable
cost of an approved project.

(b) Bond-associated debt service and
financing costs. (1) PFC revenue may be
used to pay debt service and financing
costs incurred on that portion of a bond
issued to carry out approved projects.

(2) If band documents require that
PFC revenue be commingled in the
general revenue stream of the airport
controlled by the public agency and
pledged generally for the benefit of
holders of obligations issued thereunder,
PFC revenue is deemed to have been
used to pay the costs covered in 1158.13
(b)(l) if-

(i) An amount equal to that portion of
the proceeds of the bond issued to carry
out approved projects is used to pay
allowable costs of such projects; and

(ii) To the extent that the amount of
PFC revenue collected in any year
exceeds the amount of debt service and
financing costs on such bonds during
that year, an amount equal to the excess
is applied as required by § 158.39.

(c) Combination ofPFC revenue and
Federal gront funds. A public agency
may use a combination of PFC revenue
and airport grant funds to accomplish an
approved project. Such projects shall be
subject to the recordkeeping and
auditing requirements set forth in
subpart 0 of this part. in addition to the
reporting, recorelkeeping and auditing
requirements imposed pursuant to the
Airport and Airway Improvement Act of
1982 (AAIA).

(d) Non-Federal share. PFC revenue
may be used to meet the non-Federal

. sbare of the cast of projects funded
under the Federal airport grant program.

(e) Appraval ofproject following
approval to impose a PFC. The public
agency shall not use PFC revenue or
interest earned thereon except on an
approved project.

§ 158.15 ProleC1 eligibility.

(a) To be eligible. a project must
(1) Preserve or enhance safety.

security. or capacity of the national air
transportation system;

(2) Reduce noise or mitigate noise
impacts resulting from an airport; or

(3) Furnish opportunities for enhanced
competition between or among air
carriers.

(b) Eligible projects are-
(1) Airport development eligible under

the AAIA:
(2) Airport planning eligible under the

AAIA;
(3) Terminal development as

described in 49 U.s.C. App. 2212(b);
(4) Airport noise compatibility

planning as described in 49 U.S.C. App.
2103(b):

(5) Noise compatibility meesures
eligible for Federal assistance under 49
U.S.C. App. 2104(c). without regard to
whether the measures have been
approved pursuant to 14 CFR part 150;
or

(6) Construction of gates and related
areas at which passengers are enplaned
or deplaned and other areas directly
related to the movement of passengers
and baggage in air commerce within the
boundaries of the airport. These areas
do not include restaurants, car rental
facilities. automobile parking facilities.
or other concessions.
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Subpart B-Appllcatlon and Approval

§ 158.21 GenenIL

This subpart specifies the consultation
and application requirements under
which a puhlic agency may obtain
approval to impose a PFC and use PFC
revenue on a project. This subpart also
establishes the procedure for the
Administrator's review and approval of
applications and amendments and
establishes requirements for use of
excess PPC ·revenue.

§ 158.23 ConsuI1allon wIlh .... canlen and
foreign .... corrlers.

(a) Notice bypublic agency. Prior to
submitting an application to the FAA for
authority to Impose a PFC under
§ 158.25(b) and for project approval
under § 158.25(c), a public agency shall
provide written notice to all air carriers
and foreign air carriers operating at the
airport except those air carriers that the
public asency may choose to request not
to collect PFC's as provided by § 158.11.
The notice shall include-

(1) Descriptions of projects being
considered for funding by PFC's;

(2) The PFC level. the proposad charge
effective date, the estimated charge
expiration date and the estimated total
PFC revenue;

(3J For a request by a public agency
that any clsss or classes of carriers Dot
be required to collect the PFC-

(i) The designation of each such class,
(iiJ The names of the carriers

belonging to each such class, to the
extent the names are known.

(iii) The estimsted number of
passengers enplsoed annually by each
such class, and

(Iv) The public agency's ressons for
reqnesting that carriers in each such
class not be required to collect the PFC;
and

(4) Except as provided in
§ 158.25(c)(2), the date and location of a
meeting at which the public agency will
present such projects to air carriers and
foreign air carriers operating at the
airPort.

(h) Meeting. Tne meeting required by
paragraph (a)(ol) of this section shell be
held no sooner than 30 days nor later
than 45 days after issuance of the
written notice required by paragraph (a)
of this section. At or before the meeting,
the public agency shall provide air
camera and foreign air carriers with-

(1) A description'ofprojects:
(2) An explanation of the need for the

projects; and
(3) A detailed finaocial plan for the

projects. including-
(i) the estimated allowable project

cost, allocated to major project
elements;

(ii) The anticipated tntai amount of
PFC revenue that will be used to finance
the projects; and

(iii) The source and amount of other
fund" if any, needed to finance the
projects.

[c) Requirements ofair carriers and
foreign air. carriers. (1) Within 30 days
following issuance of the notice required
by paragraph (a) of this sectinn, each
carrier must provide the public agency
with a written acknowledgement that it
received the notice.

(2) Within 30 days fotlowing the
meeting. each carrier must provide the
public agency with a written
certification of its agreement or
disagreement with the propnsed project
A certification of disagraement shall
contain the reasons for such
disagreement. The absence of such
reasons shall void a certification of
disagreement.

(3) If a carrier fails tn provide the
public agency with timely
acknowledgement of the notice or timely
certification of agreement or
disagreement with the proposed project.
the carrier is considered to have
certified lis agreement.

§ 158.25 AppllcatIona.

(a) General. This section specifies the
information to be submitted by a public
agency when applying for the authority
to impose a PFC sod for the authority to
use PFC revenue on a project. A public
agency may apply for the authnrity to
impose a PFC at any commercial service
airport it controls to fmance airport~

related projects to be carried out st that
airport or at any existing or proposed
airport which the public agency
controls. A public agency may apply for
the authority to impose B PFC in
advance of or concurrent with an
application to use PFC revenue.
Applications shall be submitted ina
manner and form prescribed by the
Administrator and shall include the
information required under paragraphs
(b) or (c), or both. of this section.

(h) Application for authority to
impose a PFC. This paragraph sets forth
the information to be submitted by all
public agencies seeking authority to
impose a PFC. A separate application
shall be submitted fnr each airport.at
which a PFC is to be Imposed. The
application shall be signed by an
authorized official of the public agency,
and, unless otherwise authorized by the
Administrator, must include the
following:

(1) The name and address of the
.public agency.

(2) The name and telephone number of
the official submitting the application on
behalf of the public agency.

(3) The officisl name of the airport at
which the PFC is to be imposed.

(olJ The official name of the alrpnrt at
which a project is proposed.

(5) A copy of the airport capital plan
or nther documentation of planned
improvements for each airport at which
a PFC financed 'project is proposed.

(6) A description of each project
proposed.

(7) The project justification, including
the extent tn which the project achieves
one or more of the objectives set forth in
§ 158.15(aJ.1n its justification for any
project for terminal developmenl
including gates and related areas, the
public agency shall discuss soy existing
conditions that limit competition
between and.among air camers and
foreign air carriers at the airport. any
initiatives it proposes to foster
opportunities for enhanced competition
between and among such carriers. and
the expected results of such initiatives.

(8) The charge to be Imposed on each
enplaned passenger.

(9) The proposed charge effective
date.

(10) The estimated charge expiration
date.

(11) A summary of coIUlultalion with
air camera and foreign air carriers
operating at the airport. including-

(i) A list of such carriers and those
notified;

(iiJ A list of carriers that
acknowledged receipt nf the notice
provided § 158.23(a);

(iii) Lists of carriers that certified
agreement and that certified
disagreement with the project; sod

(iv) A. summary of substantive
comments by carriers contained in any
certifications nf disagreement with the
project and the public agency's reasons
for proceeding.

(12) If the public agency is also filing a
request under t 158.11-

(i) The request,
[ii) A cnpy nf the information

provided 10 the carriers under
t 158.Z3(a)(3);

(iii) A copy of the carriers' comments
v....ith respect to sucb information;

(iv) A list of any class or classes of
carriers that would not be required to
collect a PFC if the request is approved;
end

tv) The public agency's reasons for
submitting the request In the face of any
opposing comments.

(13J A copy of information regarding'
the fmancing of the project presented tn
the carriers and foreign.air carriers
under § 158.23 of this part and as
revised during consultation.

(101,) For an application not
accompanied by a concurrent
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application for authority to use PFC
revenue:

(i) A description of any alternative
methods being considered by the public
agency to accompllsh the objectives of
the project;

(ii) A description of alternative uses of
the PFC revenue to ensure such revenue
will be used only on eligible projects in
the event the proposed project is not
approved:

(iii) A timetable with projected dates
for completion of project formulation
activities and submission of aD
application to use PFC revenue; and

(iv) A projected date of project
implementation aod completion.

(15) A signed statement certifying that
the public agency will comply with the
assurances set forth in Appendix A to
this part. .

(16) Such additional infort:lation as
the Administrator may require.

(c) Application for authority to use
PFC revenue. A public agency may use
PFC revenue only for projects approved
under this paragraph. This paragraph
sets forth the information that a public
agency shall submit. ~e8s otherwise
authorized by the Administrator. when
applying for the authority to use PFC
revenue to fmance specific projects.

(1) An appllcation submitted
concurrently with an application for the
authority to impose a PFC, must include:

(i) The information required under
paragraphs (b) (1) through (13) of this
section;

(ii) A signed certification that-
(A) For projects required to be shown

on an ALP, the ALP depicting the project
has been approved by the FAA and the
date of such approval;

[B) All environmental reviews
required by the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 have been
completed and a copy of the fmal FAA
environmental determination with
respect to the project haa been
approved. and the date of such
approval, if such determination is
required; and

(C) The final FAA airspace
determination with respect to the project
has been completed, and the date of
such detennination. if an airspace study
is required.

(iii) The estimated project
implementation date. schedule and
completion date; and

(iv) The information required by
§ 158.25(h)(25) and (16).

(Z) An application where the authority
to impose a PFC has previously been
approved-

(i) Shall be preceded by further
consultation with air carriers and
foreign air carriers 8S set forth Wlder
§ 158.23 of this part. except that the

meeting required under § 156.23(a)(4) is
optional; and

(ii) Shall include, in addition to a
summary of further consultation
conducted under paragraph (c)(2)(i) of
this section, the following, updated and
revised where appropriate-

(A) The information required by
paragraphs (b) (1). (2). (4), (5)'. (6). (7).
(10) and (13) of this section;

(B) The information required by
paragraph (c)(l)(ii) of this section; and

(C) The information required by
paragraphs (h) (15) and (16) of this
section.

§ 158.27 Review of appllcatlone.

(a) General. This section describes the
process for review of all applications
filed under § 158.25 of this part.

(h) Determination ofcompleteness.
Within 30 days after receipt of an
application by the FAA Airports office.
the Administrator determines whether
the application substantially complies
with the requirements of § 156.25.

(c) Process for substantially complete
application. If the Administrator
determines the application is
substantially complete. the following
procedures apply:

(1) The Administrator advises the
public agency by letter that its
application is substantially complete.

(2) The Administrator publishes a
notice in t.~e Federal Register advising
that the Administrator intends to rule on
the application and inviting public
comment. as set forth in paragraph (e) of
this section. A copy of the notice is also
provided to the public agency.

(3) The public agency-
(i) Shall make available for inspection,

upon reques~ a copy of the application,
notice, and other documents germane to
the application, and

(ii) May publish the notice in a
newspaper of general circulation in the
BreB where the airport covered by the
application iillocated.

(4) Following review of the
application, public comments and any
other information obtained under
paragraph (g) of this section. the
Administrator issues a final decision
approving or disapproving the
application. in whole or in part, no later
than 120 days after the application was
received by the FAA Airports office.

(d) Process for applications nat
substantially complete. If the
Administrator determines an application
is not substantially complete. the
following procedures apply:

(1) The Administrator notifiea the
public agency in writing that its
application is not substantially
complete. The notification will list the

information required to complete the
application.

(2) Within 15 days after the
Administrator sends such notification,
the public agency shall advise the
Administrator in writing whether it
intends to supplement its application.

(3) If the public agency declines to
supplement the application. the
Administrator follows the procedures
for review of an application set forth in
paragraph (c) of this section and issues
a final decision approving or
disapproving the application. in whole
or in part. no later than 120 days after
the application was received by the
FAA Airports office.

(4) If the public agency supplementa
its application, the original application
is deemed to be withdrawn for purposes
of applying the statutory deadline for
the Administrator's decision. Upon
receipt of the supplement. the
Administrator issues a final decision
approving or disapproving the
supplemented application. in whole orJn
part. no la ter than 120 days after the
supplement was received by the FAA
Airports office.

(e) The Federal Register notice. The
Federal Register notice includes the
following information:

(1) The name of the public agency and
the airport at which the PFC is to be
imposed;

(2) A brief description of the PFC
project. the level of the proposed PFC,
the proposed charge effective date. the
proposed charge expiration· date and the
total estimated PFC revenue;

(3) The address and telephone number
of the FAA Airports office at which the
application may be inspected;

(4) The Administrator's determination
on whether the application is
substantially complete and any
information required to complete the
application; and

(5) The due dates for any public
comments.

(f] Public comments.
(1) Interested persons may file

comments on the application within 30
days after publication of the
Administrator's notice in the Federal
Register.

(2) Three copies of these comments
shall be submitted to the FAA Airporta
office identified in the Fedaral Reglstar
notice.

(3) Commenters shall also provide one
copy of their comments to the public
agency.

(4) Comments from air carriers and
foreign air carriers may be in the same
form as provided to the public agency
under § 158.23.
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§ 158.29 The Administrator's declBlon.
(a) Authority to impose 0 PFC. (1) An

application to impose a PFC will be
approved in whole or in part only after a
determination that-

(i) The amount and duration of the
PPC will not result in revenue that
exceeds amounts necessary to finance
the project;

(i1) The project will achieve the
objectives set forth in § 158.15(a);

(iii) The project meets the criteria set
forth in § 158.15(b);

[iv) The collection process, including
any request by the public agency not to
require a class of carriers to collect
PFC's, is reasonable. not arbitrary,
nondiscriminatory. and otherwise in
compliance with the law;

(v) The public agency has not been
found to he in violation of section
9304(e) or section 9307 of the Airport
Noise and Capacity Act of 1990; and

(vi) If the public agency has not
applied for authority to use PFC
revenue, a finding that there are
alternative uses of the PFC revenue to
ensure that such revenue will be used on
approved projects.

(2) The Administrator notifies the
public agency in writing of the decision
on the application. The notification will
list the projects and alternative uses that
msy qualify for PFC financing under
§ 15B.15, PFC level, total approved PFC
revenue, duration of authority to impose
and earliest permissible charge effective
date.

(b) Authority to use PFC revenue on
an approvedproject. (1) An application
for authority to use PFC revenue will be
approved in whole or in part only after a
determination that-

(i) The amount and duration of the
PFC will not result in revenue that
exceeds amounts necessary to finance
the project;

(ii) The project will achieve the
objectives set forth in § 158.15(a);

(iii) The project meets the criteria set
forth in § 158.15(b); and

(iv) All applicable requirements
pertaining to the ALP for the airport,
airspace studies for the project, and the
National Environmental Policy Act of
19B9 (NEPA), 40 U.S.C. have been
satisfied.

(2) The Administrator notifies the
public agency in writing of the de~ision

on the application. The notification will
list the approved projects. PFC level,
total approved PFC revenue, and any
limit on the duration of authority to
impose a PFC as prescribed under
§ 158.33.

(3) Approval to use PFC revenue to
finance a project shall be construed as
approval of that project.

(c) Disapprovol ofapplication. (1) If
an application is disapproved. the
Administrator notifies the public agency
in writing of the decision and the
reasons for the disapproval.

(2) A public agency reapplying for
approval to impose or use a PFC shall
comply with § § 158.23 and 158.25 of this
part.

(d) The Administrator publishes a
monthly notice of PFC approvals and
disapprovals in the Federal Register.

.§ 158.31 DuraUon olaulhorlty 10 Impose a
PFC after project Implementation.

A public agency that has began
implementation of a project approved
under § 158.29 is authorized to impose a
PFC until-

(a) The charge expiration date is
reached;

(b) The total PFC revenue collected
plus interest thereon will equal the
allowable cost of the approved project;

(c) The authority to collect the PFC is
terminated by the Administrator under
subpart E of this part; or

(d) The public agency is determined
by the Administrator to be in violation
of section 9304(e) or 9307 of the Airport
Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 (Pub. L.
101-508, Title IX, Subtitle D), and the
authority to collect the PFC is
terminated under that statute's
implementing regulations under this
title.

§ 158.33 Duration 01 authority 10 Impose a
PFe before project Implementation.

(a) A public agency shall not impose a
PFC beyond the lesser of the following

(1)2 years after approval to use PFC
revenue on an approved project if the
project has not been implemented, or

(2) 5 years after the charge effective
date if an approved project is not
implemented.

(b) If, in the Administrator'sjudgmenl.
the public agency has not made
sufficient progress toward
implementation of an approved project
within the times specified in paragraph

" (a) of this section, the Administrator
begins termination proceedings under
subpart E of this part.

(c) The authority to impose a PFC
following approval shall automatically
expire without further action by the
Administrator on the following dates:

(1) 3 years after the charge effective
date unless-

(i) The public agency has filed an
application for approval to use PFC
revenue for an eligible project that is
pending before the FAA;

(i1) An application to use PFC revenue
has been approved; or

(iii) A request for extension (not to
exceed 2 years) to submit an application

for project approval, under § 158.35. has
been granted; or

(2) 5 years after the charge effective
date unless the public agency has
obtained project approval.

(d) If the authority to impose a PFC
expires under paragraph (c) of this
section. the public agency must provide
the FAA with a list of the air carriers
and foreign air carriers operating at the
airport and all other collecting carriers
that have remitted PFC revenue to the
public agency in the preceding 12
months. The FAA notifies each of the
listed carriers to terminate PFC
collection no later than 30 days after the
date of notification by the FAA.

(e) Restriction on reauthorization to
impose a PFC. Whenever the authority
to impose a PFC has expired or been
terminated under this section. the
Administrator will not grant new
approval to impose a PFC in advance of
implementation of an approved project.

§ 158.35 Extension 01 time to aubmlt
application to use PFC revenue.

(a) A public agency may request an
extension of time to submit an
application to use PFe revenue after
approval of an application to impose
PFC·s. At least 30 days prior to
submitting such request, the public
agency shall publish notice of its
intention to request an extension in a
local newspaper of general circulation
and shall request comments. The notice
shall include progress on the project, •
revised schedule for obtaining project
approval and reasons for the delay in
submitting the application.

lb) The request shall be submitted at
least 120 days prior"to the charge
expiration date and, unless otherwise
authorized by the Administrator, shall
be accompanied by the following:

(1) A description of progress on the
project application to date.

(2) A revised schedule for submitting
the application.

(3) An explanation of the reasons for
delay in submitting the application.

(4) A summary financial report
depicting the total amount of PFC
revenue collected plus interest, the
projected amount to be collected during
the period of the requested extension.
and any public agency funds used on the
project for which reimbursement may be
songh!.

(5) A summary of any further
consultation with air carriers and
foreign air carriers operating at the
airport.

(6) A summary of comments received
in response to the local notice.
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(c) The Administrator reviews the
r.equest for extension and accompanying
information. to determine wliether--

(1) The public agency has shown good
cause for the delay in applying for
project approva~

(2) The revised schedule is
satisfactory; and

(3) Further collection will not result in
excessive accumulation of PFC revenue.

(d) The Administrator, upon
determinihg that the agency has shown
good cause for tha delay and that other
elements of the request are sstisfactoryJ
grants the-request for extension to the
public agency. Tha Administrator
advises the publie agency in writing not
more than 90 days after receipt of the
request. The duration of the extension
shall be as apecified in § 158.33 of this
part.

§ 158.37 Amendment of approved PFC.
(a) A public agency may, without

consultation or approval by the
Administrator. institute a decrease in
the level of PFC to be collected from
each passenger. institute a decrease in
the total PFC revenue, or an increase in
the total approved PFC revenue oft5
percent or less. The public agency shall
notify the collecting carriers and the
FAA in writing of these changes. Any
new charge will be effective on the first
day of a month which is at least 60 days
from the time the public agency notifies
the carriers.

(b) Subject to paragraph (b)(1) or
(b)(2) of this section, an approved PFC
may be amended to increase the level of
PFC to be collected from each
passenger. increase the total approved
PFC revenue by more than 15 percen~

msterially alter the scope of an
approved project. establish a new class
of carrie.. under § 158.11 or amend any
such class previously approved. The
public agency must submit to the
Administrator a notification of any
proposal to institute such an
amendment. Such notification. shall
include written evidence of further
consultation with and agreement or
disagreement by the air carrie.. and
foreign air carriers operating at the
airport, justification for the amendment,
and such other information as may be
requested by the Administrator.

(1) In the event of no carrier
disagreement with a change proposed
under paragraph (b) of this section, the
public agency may institute the
proposed amendment unless. within 30
days after providing lbe notification
required under that paragraph, it is
notified otherwise by the Adminislrstor.
The public agency sball notify the
carriers of the effective date of any
change to the approved PFC resulting

from the amendment, subject.to the
limitation that the effective date of any
new charge shall be no earlier than the
first day of a month whicb is at least 60
days from the time the public agency
notifies the carriers.

(2) In the event of any carrier
disagreement with a cbange proposed
under paragraph (b) of thi·s section, the
public agency shall submit a request to
the Administrator that the proposed
amendment be approved. In addition to
the notification and written evidence
required under that paragraph, the
public agency sball submit the reasons
presented by the carriers for disagreeing
with the proposed amendment, its
reasons for requesting the amendment in
the face of such disagreement, and sucb
other information 88 may be requested
by the Administrator. The Administrator
reviews and approves or disapproves
the amendment within 120 days of
receipt of the request following such
consultation, public notice and
opportunity for comment'as the
Administrator may deem appropriate. If
the amendment Is approved. the
Administrator advises the public agency
and notification to the carriers will be 8S

provided under paragrapb (b)(l) of thls
section.

§ 158.39 U.. of excess PFC .....nue.

(a) If the amount of FPC revenue
remitted to tha public agency, plus
interes~ exceeds allowable costs of the
project, excess funds sball be used for
approved projects or retirement of
outstanding PFC-flnanced bonds.

(b) For bond-financed projects, any
excess PFC revenue collected under
debt serviclog requirements shall be
retained by the public agency and used
for approved projects or retirement of
outstanding PFC-financed bonds.

(c) When the authority to impose a
PFC bas expired or has been terminated,
accumulated PFC revenue sball be used
for approved projects or retirement of'
outstanding PFC-financed bonds.

(d) Within 30 days after the authority
to impose a PFC has expired or has been
terminated, the public agency shall
present a plan to the appropriate FAA
Airports office to begin using
accumula ted PFC revenue. The plan
sball include a timetable for the
submission of any necessary application
under § 158..25(c) of this part If the
public agency fails to submit such a plan
or if the plan is not acceptable to the
Adminislrslor, the Administrator offsets
Federal airport grant program
apportioned funds.

SUbpart c-<:ollectfon, Handling, and
Remmance 01 PFe'a

§ 158.41 Gen....L

This subpart contains the
requirements for notification, colleetion.
handling and remittance of FPC's.

§ 158.43 Pub/Ic agency notification to
collect PFC'L

(a) Following approval of an
application to impose a PFC under
subpart B of this p~ the public sgeney
sball notify the air carrie.. and foreign
air carriers required to collect PPC's a.t
its airport of the Administrator's
approval. Each notified carrier shall
notify its agents, including other issuing
carriers. of the collection requirement.

(b) The notification shall be in writing
and contain at a minimum the following
information:

(1) The level of PFC to be imposed.
(2) The total revenue to be collected.
(3) The cbarge effective date whicb

will be the fI..t day of a month wbieb is
at least 60 day. from the date the public
agency notifies the carriers of approval
to impose the PFC.

(4) The proposed charge expiration
date.

(5) A copy of the Administrator's
notice of approval.

(8) The address wbere remittances
and reports are to be filed by carrie...

(c) The public agency sball notify
carriers required to collect PFC'. at its
airport of cbanges in the charge
expiration date. Each notified carrier
shall notify its agents, including other
issuing carriers. of such changes.

(d) Tbe public agency sball provide a
copy of the notification to the
appropriate FAA Airports office.

§ 158.45 Ccllectlon of PFC'. on ticket.
Issued In the U.s.

(a) On and after the charge effective
date, tickets issued in the U.S. shall
include the required PFC except as
provided in paragraphs (c) and (d) of
this section.

(1) Issuing carriers shall ha
responsible for all funds from time of
collection to remittance.

(2) Tbe appropriate cbarge is the PFC
in effect at the time the ticket is issued.

(3) Issuing carriers and their agents,
shall collect the FPC's based upon the
itinerary at the time of issuance. Any
changes. in itinerary that are initiated by
a passenger that require an adjustment
to the amount paid by the passenger are
subject to collection or refund of the
PFC as appropriate.

(b) Issuing carrie.. and their agents
shall note 8S 8 separate item on each air
Irsvel ticket upon whicb a PFC is shown.
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Ihe lotal amounl of PFC's paid by Ihe
passenger and the airports for which the
PFC's are collected.

(c) For each one-way trip shown on
the complete itinerary of aD air travel
ticket. issuing air carriers and their
agents shall collecl a PFC from a
passenger orJy for the first two airports
where PPC's are imposed. For each
round trip, a PFC shall be collecled only
for enplanements at the flI'st two
enplaning airports and the last two

.enplaning airports where PPC's are
imposed.

(d) Issuing carriers and their agents
shall nol collect PFC's !rem a passenger
on any flight to an eligible poinl on an
air carrier that receives essential air
senrice compensation on that route
under section 419 of the Federal
Aviation Acl (49 U.S.C. App. 1389).

(e) Collecled PFC's shall be
distributed as noted on the air trevel
ticket

(f) Issuing carriers and their agents
shall stop collecting the PFC's on the
charge expiration date stated in a notice
from the public agency, or as required
by the Administrator.

§ 158.41 Collection of PFe'. on tlck~t.

Issued outside the U.s.
(a) With respecllo tickets issued

outside the U.S.. an air carrier or foreign
air carrier may follow the requirements
of either § 1.58.45 of this part or this
section.

(b) Notwithstanding any other
provisions of this part. no foreign airline
is required to collect a PFC on air travel
tickets issued on its own ticket stock
unless it serves a point or points in the
U.S.

(c) If an air carrier or foreign air
carrier elects not to comply with
§ 158.45 for tickets issued oulside the
U.S.-

(1) The carrier is required to collect
PFC's on such tickets only for the public
agency controlling the lasl airport at
which the passenger is enplaned prior to
departure from the U.S.

(2) The carrier may collect the PFC
either at the time the ticket is issued or
at the time the passenger is last
enplaned prior to departure from the
U.S. The carrier may vary the method of
collection among its flights.

(3) The carrier shall provide a written
record to the passenger that a PFC has
been collected. Such 8 record shall
appear on or with the air travel ticket
and shall include the same information
as required by § 158.45(bJ, but need not
be preprinted on the ticket stock.

(4J The carrier shall collecl the PFC
based upon the itinerary at the time of
issuance. Any changes in itinerary that
are initiated by a passenger and that

require aD adjustment of the amount
paid by the passenger are subject to
collection or refund of the PFC as
appropria teo

(d) With respecllo a flighl on which
the air carrier or foreign air carrier
chooses 10 collect the PFC al the time
the air travel ticket is issued-

(1) The carrier and ils agents shall
collecl the required PFC on tickels
issued on or after the charge effective
dale.

(2) The carrier is not required to
. collecl PFC's at the time of enplanemenl
for tickets sold by other air earners or
foreign air carriers or their agents.

(eJ With respect 10 a lligllt on which
the air carrier or foreign air carrier
chooses to collect the PFC al the time of
enplanement, the carrier shall examine
the air travel ticket of each passenger
enplaning al the airport on and after the
charge effective dale and shall collect
the PFC !rem any passenger whose air
travel ticket does not include a written
record indicating thaI the PFC was
collected at the time of issuance.

(f) Collected PFC's shall be distributed
as noted on the written record provided
to the passenger.

(g) Collecting carriers shall be
responsible for all funds from time of
collection to remittance.

(h) Collecting carriers and their agents
shall stop collecting the PFC on the
charge expiration date stated in a notice
from the public agency, or as required
by the Administrator.

§ 158.49 Handling 01 PFC'..
(a) Collecting carriers shall establish

and maintain a tmancial management
system to account for PFC's in
accordance with the Department of
Transportation's Uniform System of
Account. and Reports (14 CFR parI 241).
For carriers not subject to 14 CPR part
241, such carriers shall establish and
maintain an accounts payable system to
handle PFC revenue with subaccounts
for each public agency 10 which such
carrier remits PFC revenue.

(b) PFC revenue must be accounted
for separately by collecting caqiers, but
the revenue may be commingled with
the carrier's other sources of revenue.
The PFC revenue is to be regarded as
trust funds held by collecting carriers as
agents, for the beneficial interest of the
public agencies imposing PFC's. All PFC
revenue collected and held by the
carriers are property in which the
carriers hold only 8 possessory interest
and not an equitable interest.

(c) Each collecting carrier shall be
required to disclose the existence and
amount of funds regarded as trust funds
in financial statements.

§ 158.51 Remlllance 01 PFC'•.
Passenger facility charges collected

by carriers shall be remitted to the
public agency on a monthly basis. PFC
revenue recorded in the accounting
system of the carrier, as set forth in
§ 158.49 of this part, shall be remitled to
the public agency no later than the last
day of the following calendar month (or
if thaI dale falls on a weekend or
holiday, the first business day
thereafter).

§ 158.53 CollectionCom~..tion.

As compensation for collecting,
handling and remitling the PFC revenue,
the collecting air carrier shall be entitled
to:

(a) Relain $0.12 of each PFC remitted
on or before [insert date 3 years after
the effective date of this rule].
Thereafter, air cElITiers shall be entitled
10 $0.08 of each PFC reinitled: and

(b) Any interesl or other investment
return earned on PFC revenue between
the time of collection and remittance to
the public agency.

Subpart D-Reportlng, Recordkeeplng
and Audlls

§ 158.61 General.
This subpart contains the

requirements for reporting.
recordkeeping and auditing of accounls
maintained by collecting carriers and by
public agencies.

§ 158.83 Reporting requlremenls: public
agency. ,

(a) The public agency shall provide
quarterly reports to carriers collecting
PFC's for the public agency with a copy
10 the appropriate FAA Airports office.
The quarlerly report shall include PFC
revenue received from collecting
carriers, interest earned, and
expenditures for the quarter; cumulative
PFC revenue received, interest earned,
expenditures. aod the amount
committed for use on currently approved
projects, including the quarter: and the
current project schedule.

(b) The report shall be provided on or
before the last day of the calendar
month following the calendar quarter or
other period agreed by the public agency
and collecting carrier.

(c) For alrporls enplaning 0.25 percent
or more of the total annual
enplanements in the U.S. for the prior
calendar year as determined by the
Administrator, the public agency must
provide the FAA, by Augusll of each
year, aD estimate of PFC revenue to be
collected for each such airport in the
ensuing fiscal year.
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§ 158.65 Reporting requirement:
Collecting carrter.

Each carrier collecting PFC's for a
public agency shall file quarterly reports
to the public agency unless otherwise
agreed by the collecting carrier and
public agency, providing an accounting
of funds collected and funds remilled.

(a) Unless otherwise agreed by the
collecting carrier and public agency.
reports shall state the collecting carrier
and airport involved, the total PFC
revenue collected. the total amount of
PFC revenue refunded to passengers.
and the amount of collected revenue
withheld by the collecting carrier for
reimbursement of expenses in
accordance with § 158.53 of this part.
The report shall include the dates and
amounts of each remittance for the
quarter.

(b) The report shall be filed on or
before the last day of the calendar
month following the calendar quarter or
other period agreed by the collecting
carrier and public agency for which
funds were collected.

§ 158.67 Recordkeeplng and auditing:
Public agency.

(a) Each public agency shall keep any
unliquidated PFC revenue remilled to it
by collecting carriers on deposit in an
interest bearing account or in other
interest bearing instruments used by the
public agency's airport capital fund.
Interest earned on such PFC revenue
shall be used. in addition to the
principal, to pay the allowable costs of
PFC-funded projects. PFC revenue may
only be commingled with other public
agency airport capital funds in deposits
or interest bearing instruments.

(b) Each public agency shall establish
and maintain for each approved
application a separate accounting
record. The accounting record shall
identify the PFC revenue received from
the collecting carriers, interest earned
on such revenue, the amounts used on
each project, and the amount reserved
for currently approved projects.

(c) AI leasl annually during the period
the PFC is collected. held or used. each
public agency shall provide for an audit
of ils PFC account. The audit shall be
performed by an accredited independent
public accountant and may be of limited
scope. The accountant shall express an
opinion of the fairness and
reasonableness of the public agency's
procedures for receiving, holding, and
using PFC revenue. The accountant shall
also express an opinion on whether the
quarterly report required under § 158.83
fairly represents the net transactions
within the PFC account. The audit may
be-

(1) Performed specifically for the PFC
account; or

(2) Conducted as part of an audit
under the Single Agency Audit Act of
1983 (31 U.S.C. 7501-7) provided that the
PFC is specifically addressed by the
auditor.

(3) Upon request, a copy of the audit
shall be provided to each collecting
carrier that remitted PFC revenue to the
public agency in the period covered by
the audit and 10 the Administrator.

§ 158.69 Recordkeeplng end eUdltlng:
Collecting camera.

(a) Collecting carriers shall establish
and maintain for each public agency for
which they collect a PFC an accounting
record of PFC revenue collected,
remitted, refunded and compensation
retained under § 158.53(a) of lhis part.
The accounting record shall identify the
airport at which the. passengers were
enplaned.

(b) Each collecting carrier that collecls
more than 50,000 PFC's annually shall
provide for an audit at least annually of
its PFC account.

(1) The audit shall be performed by an
accredited independent public
accountant and may be of limited scope.
The accountant shall express an opinion
on the fairness and reasonableness of
the carrier's procedures for collecting,
holding. and dispersing PFC revenue.
The opinion shall also address whether
the quarterly reports required under
§ 158.65 fairly represenl the net
transactions in the PFC account.

(2) For the purposes of an audit under
this section, collection is defined as the
point when agents or other
intermediaries remit PFC revenue to the
carrier.

(3) Upon request, a copy of the audit
shall be provided to each public agency
for which a PFC is collected.

§ 156.71 Federal oversight.
(a) The Administrator may

periodically audit and!or review the use
of PFC revenue by a public agency. The
purpose of the audit or review is to
ensure that the public agency is in
compliance with the requirements of this
part and section 1113(e) of Ihe Federal
Avia tion Act. .

(b) The Administrator may
periodically audit and!or review the
collection and remittance by the
collecting carriers of PFC revenue. The
purpose of the audit or review is to
ensure collecting carriers are in
compliance with the requirements of this
part and section 1113(e) of the Federal
Aviation Act.

(c) Public agencies and carriers shall
allow any authorized representative of
Ihe Administrator, the Secretary of

Transportation, or the Comptroller
General of the U.S., access to any of its
books. documents. papers, and records
pertinent to PFC's

SUbpart E-Termination

§ 158.81 General.

This subpart contains the procedures
for termination of PFC's or loss of
Federal airport grant funds for violations
of this part or section 1113(e) of the
Federal Aviation Act. This subpart does
not address the circumstances under
which authority to collect PFC's may be
terminated for violations of the Airport
Noise and Capacity Act of 1990.

§ 158.83 Informal resolution.

The Administrator shall undertake
informal resolution with the public
agency or any other affected party if.
after review under § 158.71, the
Administrator cannot determine that
PFC revenue is being used for the
approved projects in accordance with
the terms of the Administrator's
approval to impose a PFC for those
projects or with section 1113(e) of the
Federal Aviation Act.

§ 158.85 Termination olauthorily to
Impose PFC'..

(a) The FAA begins proceedings to
terminate the public agency's authority
to impose a PFC only if the
Administrator determines that informal
resolution is not successful.

(b) The Administrator publishes a
notice of proposed termination in the
Federal Register and supplies a copy to
the public agency. This notice will state
the scope of the proposed termination,
the basis for the proposed action and
the date for filing written comments or
objections by all interested parties. This
notice will also identify any corrective
actions the public agency can take to
avoid further proceedings. Tbe due date
for comments and corrective action shall
be no less than 60 days after publication
of the notice.

(cl U corrective action has not been
taken as prescribed by the
Administrator, the FAA holds a public
hearing, and notice is given to the public
agency and published in the Federal
Register at least 30 days prior to the
hearing. The hearing will be in a form
determined by the Administrator 10 be
appropriate to the circumstances and to
the matters in dispute.

(d) The Administrator publishes the
final decision in the Federal Register.
Where appropriate, the Administrator
may prescribe corrective action,
including any corrective action the
public agency may yet take. A copy of
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the nollce Is also provided to the public
agency.

(eJ Within 10 days of the date of
publicalion of the notice of the
Adm'inistrator's decision, the public
agency shaU-

(lJ Advise the FAA in writing that it
will complete any corrective action
prescribed in the decision within 30
days; or

(2J Provide the FAA with alisling of
the air carriers and foreign air carriers
operating at the airport and all other
issuing carriers that have remitted PFC
revenue to the public agency in the
preceding 12 months.

(f) When the Administrator's decision
does not provide for corrective action or
the public agency faUs to complete such
action, the FAA provides a copy of the
Federal Register notice to each air
carrier and foreign air ca..rrier identified
in paragraph (e) of this section. Such
carriers are responsible for terminating
or modifying PFC collection no later
than 30 days after the date of
notification by the FAA.

§ 15a.87 LoS3 ollederal aIrport grant
funds.

(a) If the Administrator determines
that revenue derived from a PFC is
excessive or is not being used as
approved. the Administrator may reduce
the amount of funds otherwise payable
to the public agency under section 507 of
the AAIA of 1982, 49 U.S.C. App. 2208.
Such a reduction may be made as a
corrective action under § 156.83 or
§ 158.85 of this parI.

(b) Tbe amount of the reduction under
paragraph (aJ of this section shall equal
the excess collected. or the amount not
used in accordance with this part.

(cJ A reduction under paragraph (a) of
this section shall not constitute a
withholding of approval of a grant
application or the payment of funds
under an approved grant within the
meaning of 49 U.S.C. App. 2218.

Subpart F-Reductlon In Airport
Imp",vement Program Apportionment

§ 158.91 General

This subpart describes the required
reduction in funds apportioned to a
large or medium hub airport that
imposes a PFC.

§ 158.93 Public agencies eubject to
reduction.

The funds apportioned under section
507(aJ(l) of the Airport and Airway
Improvement Act of 1982 to a public
agency for a specific primary
commercial service airport that it
controls are reduced if-

(a) Such airport enplanes 0.25 percent
or more of the total annual
enplanemenls in the U.S., and

(b) The public agency Impose. a PFC
at sucb airport.

§ 158.95 Implementation of reduction.
(aJ A reduction in apportioned funds

will be applied beginning in the fiscal
year imInediately following tha
Administrator's approval of authority to
impose a PFC and will be applied in
each succeeding fiscal year in which the
public agency imposes a PFC.

(b) The reduction in apportioned
funds is calculated at the beginning of
each fiscal year and shall be an amount
equal to 50 percent of the PFC revenue
forecast for the fiscal year, except that
the maximwn reduction in a fiscal year
shall not exceed 50 percent of the funds
tbat would otherwise be apportioned to
the public agency based on passengers
enplaning at the airport.

(c) If the projection of PFC revenue in
8 fiscal year Is inaccurate, the reduction
in apportioned funds may be increased
or decreased in the following fiscal year,
except that any further reduction shall
not cause the total reduction to exceed
50 percent of such apportioned amount
as would otherwise be apportioned in
Bny fiscal year.

Appendix A-Assurances

A. GeneraL
1. These assurances shall be complied with

in the conduct of a project funded with
passenger facility charge (pFC) revenue.

2. These assurances are required to be
submitted as part of the application for
approval of authority to impose aPFC under
the provisions of the Aviation Safety and
Capacity Expansion Act of 1990.

3. Upon approval by the Administrator of
an application, the public agency is
responsible for compliance with these
assurances.

B. Public agency certification. The public
agency hereby assures and certifies, ¥oith
respect to this project that:

1. Responsibility and authority of the public
agency. It has legal authority to impose a PFe
and to finance and carry out the proposed
project; that a resolution, motion or similar
action has been duly adopted or passed 88 an
official act of the public agency's governing
body authorizing the filing of the application.
including aU understandings and assurances
contained therein, and directing and
authorizing the person identified as the
official representative of the public agency to
act in cOIUlection with the application.

2. Compliance with regulation. It will
comply with all provisions of 14 CFR part ]58.

3. Compliance with atate and local Jaws
and regulations. It has complied. or will
comply. with all applicable State and local
laws and regulations.

4. Environmental. airspace and airport
layout plan requirements. It will not use PFe
revenue on a project until the FAA has
notified the public agency tbat-

(a) Any actiona requlred under the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
have been completed:

(b) The appropriate airspace finding has
been made: and

(e) The FAA Airport Layout Plan with
respect to the project has been approved.

5. NonexcIusivity of contractual
agreements. It will not enter into an exclusive
long-term lease or use agreement with an air
carrier or foreign air carrier for projects
funded by PFC reveoue. Such lesses or use
agreementa will not preclude the public
agency from funding. developing. or assigning
new capacity at the airport with PFC
revenue.

6. CarTyover provisions. It will not enter
into any lease or use agreement with any air
carrier or foreign air carrier for any facility
financed in whole or in part with revenue
derived from a passenger facility charge if
such agreement for such facility contains a
carryover provision regarding a renewal
option which. upon expiration of the original
lease. would operate to automatically extend
the term of such agreement with such canier
in preference to any potentially competing air
carrier or foreign air camer 8Uking to
negotiate a lease or use agreement for such
facilities.

7. Competitive access. It agrees iliat any
lease or use agreements between the public
agency and any air carrier or foreign air
carrier for any facility financed in whole or in
part with revenue derived from a passenger
facility charge will contain a provision that
permits the public agency to tenninate the
leaae or use agreement if-

(a] The air cenier or foreign air carrier haa
an exclusive lease or use agreement for
existing facilities at 8ucb airport: and

(b) Any portion of its exiating exclusive use
facilities is not fully utilized and is not made
available for use by potentially competing air
carriers or foreign air carriers.

8. Rates. feea and charges.
(a) It will not treat PFC revenue as airport

revenue for the purpose of establishing a rate.
fee or charge pursuant to 8 contract with an
air carrier or foreign air carrier.

(b) It will not include in its rate base by
means of depreciation.. amortization. or any
other method. that portion of the capital costs
of a project paid for by PFC revenue for the
purpose of establishing a rate. fee or charge
pursuant to a contract with an air carrier or
foreign air cattier.

(cl Notwithstanding the limitation provided
in subparagraph (b). with respect to a project
for terminal developmen.t. gates and related
areas, or a facility occupied or used by one or
more air carriers or foreign air carriere on QD

exclusive or preferential basis, the rates. fees.
and charges payable by such carriers that me
such facilities will be no leu than the rates.
fees, and charges paid by such carriers using
similar facilities at the airport that were not
financed by PFC revenue.

9. Standards and specifications. It will
carry out the project in accordance with FAA
airport design. construction and equipment
standards and specifications contained in
advisory circulara current on the date of
project approval.
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10. Recordkeeping and Audit. It will
maintain an accounting record for audit
purposes for a period of 3 years after
completion of the project. All records will
satisfy the requirements of 14 CFR part 158
and will contain documentary evidence for
all items of project costs.

11. Reports. It will submit reports in
accordance with the requirements of 14 CFR

part 158, subpart D. end 8S the Administrator
may reasonably request.

12. Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990.
It understands sections 9304 and 9307 of the
Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990
require the authority to impose 8 PFC be
terminated if the Administrator determines
the public agency has failed to comply with

that act or with the implementing regulations
promulgated thereunder.

Issued in Washington. DC, on May 22. 1991.

James B. Busey,
Administrator.
[FR Doc. 91-12576 Fiied 5-2:Hl1; 9:40 amI
BILLING CODE 4t1G-13-M




